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Abstract

This research advances the knowledge of the working principles of the Shockwave Induced Spraying Process (SISP), a thermal spray material deposition technique.
Pulses created by a fast acting valve pass through a heated line increasing energy content
and interacting with metered batches of heated or non-heated powder introduced into the
line. The powder is accelerated to high velocities before bonding to the substrate upon
impact.

Advantages over other cold spray processes include cost savings and a more
effective transfer of thermal energy to the powder. The shock-wave occurring near the
substrate in other cold spray processes is avoided.

The SISP flow field is resolved by using a computational model. The twodimensional model accounts for the valve, gas heater, a tapered nozzle at the tip of the
device, and pre-heating of the powder. It is implemented with a commercial
computational fluid dynamics code. Comparisons are made with one-dimensional
predictions, and measurements of pressure and temperature. Particle flow predictions are
validated using particle velocity and adhesion measurements.

A flow region of both high temperature and velocity gas, favorable to material
deposition, forms which is not present in comparable steady-state cold spray processes.
Increasing gas pressure increases the gas speed, while increasing temperature increases

ix

speed and temperature of this region. Using helium results in greater energy levels but for
shorter periods of time. This indicates the need for a powder feeder which places particles
in the flow at correct instants and durations of time.

The effects of particle flow parameters on system performance are examined. It is
found that the device must be operated at very high main heater and powder heater
temperatures: 900 °C and 700 °C respectively to achieve a coating with stainless steel
using nitrogen as the driving gas. It is also shown that a heater length range of 0.9 m to
1.4 m results in the greatest likelihood of achieving a coating. A higher spray frequency
yields more uniform coating at the expense of performance. Powder heating becomes
effective at temperatures above 300 °C, especially with aluminum compared to copper
and stainless steel.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

In this chapter the background of the technology is first established. This includes
a review of all categories of thermal spray processes, with a view of the balance between
kinetic and thermal energy. This discussion then leads to the introduction of processes
with greater influence of kinetic energy, ending with the introduction of Shock-wave
Induced Spraying Process, that is the subject of this dissertation.

1.1 Technology Background

Thermal spray processes are widely used in many industrial sectors to enhance
surface properties by depositing melted droplets or semi-molten particles on a
substrate [1]. These droplets, or semi-molten particles, will then solidify upon landing on
the substrate in order to form a coating. A useful analogy for the process can be
precipitation landing on the pavement in a very cold day. Under certain conditions the
pavement can be at slightly below freezing temperature while precipitation can be
slightly above, in a molten or semi-molten state. Under this scenario the precipitation will
quickly solidify upon landing on the pavement and gradually form a solid layer of ice
coating the pavement.

In order to heat the deposited material to at or near its melting temperature,
various energy sources can be used. As such, thermal spray processes are typically
classified into four groups based on the type of energy source used to heat the material
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and achieve deposition: plasma spraying, wire arc spraying, combustion spraying and
kinetic spraying.

Plasma spraying relies on the thermal energy of a high-temperature plasma jet
generated by running a direct electrical current between a cathode and an annular anode
nozzle [1-3]. The plasma jet typically exits the nozzle with temperatures ranging between
5000 °C and 20000 °C, depending on the gas mixtures and power settings used [2]. The
feedstock particles are then melted, outside the nozzle and in the plasma jet, and
projected at velocities ranging from 80 m/s to 300 m/s onto the substrate where they
rapidly solidify and form a coating. This solidification process occurs so rapidly that it
frequently leads to amorphous microstructures.

A schematic of the plasma spraying process, as well as a plasma spray torch
during a spray process, is shown in Figure 1. Due to the very high temperatures achieved
in the process, a wide range of feedstock materials can be used in this process, ranging
from low to high melting temperature metals to ceramics [4, 5]. In recent years work on
improving equipment from a performance [6] and control [7] stand-point continues.
Although the high temperature achieved in the process allows for a wide range of spray
materials, it has many detrimental effects. The substrate undergoes severe heating, has
unfavorable residual stresses, and the feedstock material undergoes phase transformation
where its original structure usually cannot be completely retained.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the plasma spray process (top) and a plasma spray torch
(bottom) during a spray process - courtesy of Gordon England [8].
In the wire arc spraying process (also referred to as twin-wire arc spray) a pair of
electrically conductive wires are melted by an electric arc [9, 10]. The molten material is
then atomised by compressed air and propelled towards the substrate surface [11, 12].
The molten particles impacting on the substrate rapidly solidify to form a coating.

A schematic of the wire arc spraying process, as well as a working device, are
shown in Figure 2. The equipment used in this process is rather simple in
construction [8], as the feedstock is in the form of wire and powder handling provisions
are not required. Additionally, the wire arc also acts as the source of heat eliminating the
3

need for an additional heat source. This has found technology applications in various
fields, from metallic membranes [13] to internal combustion engines [14]. The major
limitation of the process is that its feedstock can only be selected from electrically
conductive materials [8].

Figure 2: Schematic of the arc spray process (top) and an arc spray device (bottom)
during a spray process - courtesy of Gordon England [8].
High Velocity Oxygen-Fuel (HVOF) [15] and High Velocity Air-Fuel
(HVAF) [16] technologies are two variations of the combustion thermal spray
process [1]. A schematic of a typical combustion spray device, and a HVOF device
during a spray process, are shown in Figure 3. These processes rely on the chemical
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reaction between a fuel and oxygen or air as a source of thermal energy for coating
deposition. Typically, kerosene, acetylene, propylene or hydrogen can be used for
fuel [8]. The resulting flame is then fed into a converging-diverging nozzle where the
gases are accelerated at supersonic velocities, leading to jet temperatures of
approximately 3000 °C and velocity range from 1525 m/s to 1825 m/s. Upon exposure to
the high temperature and high velocity flame, the feedstock particles experience a
significant increase in thermal and kinetic energy, resulting in partially melted and/or
softened high-velocity particles. Coating formation is therefore attributed to the
combined effect of splat formation and plastic deformation of the particles upon impact
with the substrate [17].

Figure 3: Schematic of the HVOF process (top) and a HVOF device (bottom) during
a spray process - courtesy of Gordon England [8].
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The main advantage of combustion spray processes lies in the very high content
of energy available to the process. A combination of combustion gases at a very high
temperature and a high-speed gas flow can allow successful deposition of many hard [18]
and high-melting-point [19] metals. In addition, coatings of many cermets and ceramics
are also possible using this technology [20, 21].

Another kind of thermal spray process exists, called the detonation spray process,
which relies on an interrupted gas flow. In this process a precisely measured quantity of a
combustion mixture is fed into a straight barrel along with a pulse of powder. The
explosive mixture is ignited using a spark plug. The resulting detonation wave travels
down the barrel while accelerating and heating the powder. The powder particle exits at a
velocity as high as 700 m/s and at a temperature near or above its melting point [22]. The
coatings generated by the process are shown to demonstrate excellent density, bond
characteristics and wear properties [23].

These thermal spray techniques offer many possibilities for creating coatings of a
wide range of materials. However, they also have limitations and disadvantages [1].
These stem from the very high temperatures involved with these processes. These high
temperatures have many detrimental effects on the feedstock material, the substrate, and
the final coating products. These include oxidation or other chemical reactions, possible
melting of the substrate, changes in the microstructure of the feedstock in flight or the
substrate, as well as adverse residual stresses in the final product.
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Cold spray (also referred to as Cold Gas Dynamic Spraying - CGDS) is a
subcategory of thermal spray processes that offers an alternative to other thermal
spraying processes by operating at significantly lower temperatures. In this process
kinetic energy is used to manufacture coatings: solid powder particles are accelerated at
high velocities (typically 300 m/s to 1200 m/s) in a supersonic inert gas flow in order to
be projected onto the substrate [24].

A schematic of the cold spray process is shown in Figure 4. The supersonic gas
flow is generated by passing the main carrier gas through a converging-diverging nozzle.
The carrying gas is usually heated prior to being introduced to the nozzle, however this
heating action is usually far less than that required to melt the powder particles. Although
cold spraying relies mainly on kinetic energy for the bonding to occur, some heating is
often required in order to enable this bonding.

Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the cold spray process - courtesy of Gordon
England [8].
The main distinction between commercial cold spray systems lies in the location
where the feedstock particle stream is added to the main gas flow: downstream or
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upstream of the nozzle throat. Due to the pressure ranges at which they commonly
operate, downstream and upstream injection types are commonly referred to as lowpressure [25, 26] (for downstream injection) and high-pressure [27] cold spray systems,
respectively.

Although this distinction has some impact on equipment design and
manufacturing as well as their capabilities, all cold spray equipment remain principally
the same. The gas dynamic principles of both processes are the same, and the adhesion
and bonding mechanisms are also the same. Heating temperatures are generally far less
than the melting point of the feedstock material, however it is found that localized
melting, due to transformation of kinetic to thermal energy, is possible in some interface
areas between the deformed particles and the substrate [28]. Bonding is shown to be
associated with adiabatic shear instabilities that occur primarily in the perimeter of the
impact zone [29].

Due to tight control over the process temperature in cold spray, negative
implications of excessive heat present in other thermal spray processes can be largely
avoided. Bonding is mostly a result of kinetic energy rather than thermal energy. While it
is shown there is a gas-dynamic limit to how far this kinetic energy can increase [30], it is
widely understood that this increase in energy comes at the cost of thermal energy
reduction [31]. In steady-state transonic flow, under ideal assumptions, total energy of the
gas is principally conserved as gas travels along the device, and any increase in the
kinetic energy of the gas comes at the expense of thermal energy. This is an inherent
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consequence of using a steady-state flow regime in a spraying device. In a transient flow
regime, such as that of a shock tube [32-35], however, it is possible to have a region in
the flow where increased speed and temperature can co-exist [36, 37]. The Shock-wave
Induced Spray Process was developed as a spray process based on this shock tube flow
characteristic [38, 39].

The only other thermal spray process that relies on an interrupted gas flow is the
detonation spray process. In this process, a precisely measured quantity of a combustion
mixture is fed into a straight barrel along with a pulse of powder. The explosive mixture
is ignited using a spark plug. The resulting detonation wave travels down the barrel while
accelerating and heating the powder. The powder particle exits at a velocity as high as
700 m/s and at a temperature near or above its melting point [22]. The coatings generated
by the process are often compared with plasma-sprayed coatings and are shown to
demonstrate excellent density, bond characteristics, and wear properties [23].

A summary of the categories of thermal spray processes is included in Table 1.
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Table 1: Different categories of thermal spraying and their main properties.
Process Category Source of Energy
Feedstock
Variations
Plasma Spraying

A plasma jet generated by an Powder,

electrical current between a suspension, or wire

He,

permanent cathode and anode

vacuum

Arc Compressed

Wire
Spraying

liquid Ar, H2, N2,

electric

arc

gas

and

between

an Consumable

air,

wire

two that takes part in

consumable wires

arc formation

Combustion

Compressed gas and heat Powder

Spraying

from combustion of fuel

injected HVOF,

downstream of the HVAF
torch

Kinetic Spraying

Compressed gas and thermal Powder
energy from an electric heater

injected Downstream

within the nozzle and upstream
system

injection,
steady

or

transient

1.2 Shock-wave Induced Spray Process

The Shock-wave Induced Spray Process (SISP) is a method of applying coatings
onto a wide range of substrates [38-40]. It utilizes the kinetic and thermal energy induced
by a moving shock-wave to accelerate and heat metallic powders. This process is a
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variant of CGDS material deposition technique and utilizes a train of gas pulses in an
unsteady interrupted flow.

The SISP process, illustrated in Figure 5, uses moving shock-waves at its core.
Each shock-wave is created by the fast opening and closing of a valve; up to 30 Hz
frequency is presently realisable. When the valve is rapidly opened, and subsequently
closed shortly after, a shock-wave is generated that propagates into the spraying gun,
accelerating and heating the powder present in the gun. Similar to the CGDS process, the
particles then impact on the substrate and deform plastically to produce a coating [29].
SISP, however, differs from CGDS in that it is possible to achieve higher particle impact
temperature due to the unsteady nature of the process.

Figure 5: Schematic of the Shock-wave Induced Spraying Process Device
During each cycle, or pulse, a controlled feedstock powder quantity is placed into
the tube. Correct timing of this action is of paramount importance to the process
performance in that the powder must be present prior to the passage of the shock-wave.
The process also involves an electrical heater allowing preheating of the gas.
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1.3 Bonding Mechanism in Kinetic Spraying

In kinetic spraying, bonding occurs when the impact velocity of a particle exceeds
a threshold velocity, commonly referred to as Critical Velocity, Vcr. This critical velocity
depends on several factors, including the spray material and size, impact temperature, and
surface and grain properties of particles and substrate surface.

Upon impact, the particle and the substrate both start to deform at the impact
interface. Beyond critical velocity, this deformation results in such high strain rates that
adiabatic shear instabilities occur, and in this region bonding occurs. This region is a
peripheral slit around the impact circle when impact velocity is just above critical
velocity, and it grows to the center of the impact circle as impact velocity further
increases [29]. Although melting temperatures may be reached locally at the impact
interface, melting is not regarded as the cause for bonding.

Bonding mechanisms for specific particle/substrate combinations have been
examined by a number of researchers. Goldbaum et al [41] studied deposition of titanium
particles on a titanium substrate. They conducted a ‘splat’ test, where the spray device is
moved over the substrate at a fast enough speed to achieve single particle splats.
Microstructural examination of the cross-section of these splats confirm the deformation
of both the particles and the substrate. It was observed that bonding is more pronounced
at the particle-substrate interface when higher deposition velocity is used.
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Nakano et al [42] used an aluminum-nitride (AlN) substrate coated with a 100-nm
layer of sputtered titanium and a 100-nm layer of sputtered copper. Copper particles of
5 micron size were then cold sprayed onto this substrate. An observation of the crosssection of the coated substrate confirms deformation of the particles as well as the
deposited substrate. A wavy boundary was observed between the sputtered titanium and
the sputtered copper, due to shear instabilities. No oxidation layer was observed between
the cold-sprayed copper particles. This indicates that the plastic deformation of the
copper particles lead to formation of a new surface on the boundary of the particles.

Irissou et al. [43] investigated the bonding behavior of pure aluminum, and blends
of pure aluminum and aluminum-oxide (Al2O3) particles. A small and a large particle size
distribution of aluminum, with mean particle diameters of 36.2 microns and 81.5 microns
respectively, were considered. The aluminum oxide has a mean diameter of 25.5 microns.
The large aluminum particles are sprayed under conditions that result in low particle
deformation levels and high porosity levels. It is then observed that under the same
spraying conditions, adding only 7% weight of aluminum oxide to the powder will result
in a high level of deformation of the aluminum particles, and a significantly improved
coating density. This observation suggests that coating properties can be improved by
modifying the powder blend composition and using hard particle additives that can act as
a catalyst in the bonding process.

Plastic deformation, shear instabilities and mechanical interlocking are found to
be the dominant mechanism of bonding in cold spray, and under many conditions it is
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found that no melting occurs at the bonding interface [28]. However, for the case of zinc
coatings, it is found that spraying conditions can lead to local melting at the bonding
interface. When this occurs, bonding is significantly enhanced due to the formation of a
metallurgical bond.
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Chapter 2.

Literature Review and Objectives

The aim of this chapter is to first introduce the current state of the technology by
summarizing the available literature. The present knowledge of the working principles of
the process is presented. The objectives of the current work are then introduced. The
literature pertaining to the background of technology, and its relation to other similar and
competing technologies, is presented in Chapter 1.

2.1 Previous Studies

The SISP process was developed at the University of Ottawa Cold Spray
Laboratory in 2005. Applications for a patent were filed shortly thereafter [38]. The first
comprehensive description of this process was published in 2007 [39]. It involves
analysis of the process through the use of a one-dimensional model based on shock tube
theory. Experimental examination of the process was conducted using pressure data
obtained from a high-frequency pressure transducer. Selected examples of coatings
produced with the system are presented, illustrating the potential of the process to deposit
various materials. It is shown that this process allows the feedstock particles to be
accelerated to high impact velocities and intermediate temperatures (below melting
temperature). This leads to a lower required critical velocity compared to traditional cold
spraying.

In another study, an analysis of productivity and cost associated with the new
process was presented [40] where a comparison is made of SISP with other thermal spray
15

processes in regard to commercial feasibility. It is explained that this technology presents
more efficient management of thermal energy. As a result, high levels of performance
can be achieved at lower capital and operational costs than possible with the highpressure variation of CGDS. It is concluded that the process is most suitable for OEM
production applications in which high productivity and low operating costs are
paramount. This is in contrast with niche high-value technologies where operation costs
are not of great significance.

A number of studies have also focused on various applications of the process.
Some of these applications include WC-based coatings [44, 45], metallic coating of
aerospace carbon/epoxy composites [46], SiC particulate reinforced Al-12Si alloy
composite coatings [47], as well as various traditional materials sprayed by CGDS (Cu,
Zn, Al) and new ones (amorphous Fe-based) [39]. The technology is presently
commercialized to a beta-stage by the SST Division of CenterLine (Windsor)
Limited [48] under the name WaveRider™ [49]. A picture of a beta-version unit of the
device is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Beta version of the first SISP device, named Waverider™. Picture
courtesy of SST, a division of CenterLine (Windsor) Limited [48].
From an analytical standpoint, prior to the current dissertation the main source of
knowledge available to explain the governing physics of the process was a onedimensional model [39]. This approach is based on well-established compressible flow
and shock-wave theory. Although the model is able to provide fundamental
understanding of the process, many details of the flow features remain unresolved. This is
due to many limitations of the model. For example, the model divides the flow field into
a few sub-fields, called zones, and predicts a single value for flow properties for the
entirety of each of these zones. This poses a limitation on spatial resolution considering
there are only four of these zones in the solution scheme. Additionally, effects of
turbulence and wall friction are ignored. Both of these effects are expected to be
important considering the high flow speed as well as the very small size of the flow
channel compared to its length.
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The fundamental flow physics of SISP is closest in nature to that of detonation
spraying process. The physics of the detonation spray process involves a greater level of
complexity due to presence of combustion and chemical reaction. Therefore prior
attempts at modeling of the detonation spray process can serve as a source of knowledge
for the modeling of SISP.

A one-dimensional model of the detonation spray process is presented by
Kadyrov [50]. This model describes the governing equations of gas and particle flows in
a general one-dimensional transient domain. The model accounts for frictional effects as
well as cooling of gas along the tube. However, radial variations of gas properties are
neglected. Due to the inclusion of friction and viscosity, the equations do not have an
analytical solution and therefore are solved numerically. These effects present an
incremental improvement over a more basic one-dimensional analysis presented earlier,
however still falls short of a two-dimensional CFD solution. The model, if applied to
SISP, cannot account for the opening and closing of a valve. It does not model boundary
layer effects, nor is it capable of representing the tapered tip of the SISP spray device.

Another study is reported where a two-dimensional analysis of the gas flow is
considered [51]. Particle behavior in the gas flow is also modeled. However, in this work
gas flow is considered inviscid. A high-resolution shock capturing numerical method, in
conjunction with a Runge-Kutta scheme, are used for solving the system of partial
differential equations. This work adds the second spatial dimension to the problem,
however this comes at the expense of losing viscous effects. The work falls short of
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presenting the physics of gas flow and concentrates mainly of the properties of particle
behavior. A more enhanced version of this model has also been reported [52], that
presents model validation and some explanation of flow physics. However, viscous and
turbulence effects are still lacking.

2.2 Overview of Flow Physics

SISP relies on consecutive travelling shock-waves, rather than a steady gas flow,
to carry the powder particles towards a substrate. A simplified sequence of images, to
visualize the process progression, is shown in Figure 7. A metered batch of powder
particles is placed in the spray barrel, which is subsequently carried by the flow induced
by the passage of a travelling shock-wave towards a substrate. The batch of powder is
shown in Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b) to come from the powder feeder and enter in the
device. In Figure 7 (c) and Figure 7 (d), the red line represents the shock-wave passing
through the device. The shock-wave picks up, accelerates and directs the powder batch to
the substrate in its wake, as illustrated in Figure 7 (e) and Figure 7 (f).
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Figure 7: Consecutive images depicting the intended working principle in the
Shock-wave Induced Spraying Process.
The travelling shock-wave is a result of the coalescence of compression waves
downstream of the valve due to a large pressure difference between the pressure reservoir
and the spray tube [53] (Figure 8 b). The valve closes shortly after this shock-wave is
formed. The passage of this shock-wave creates a zone of high speed and intermediate
temperature in the gas. This induced flow accelerates and heats the powder feedstock
material towards a substrate (Figure 8 b′ and Figure 8 b″) in order to form a coating,
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similar to the cold spray process. The cycle is repeated after the complete passage of a
shock-wave when the pressure inside the gun drops and reaches the ambient atmospheric
pressure.

Figure 8: Schematic of the SISP spray device through one pulse spray cycle.
Reproduced with permission [39].
The different zones in the flow can be mathematically represented using the onedimensional transient model of the flow that was previously mentioned in Section 2.1.
The one-dimensional model predicts the four distinct zones in the physical space,
separated by three specific surfaces as shown in Figure 9. It estimates a single value for
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different flow variables in zones one through three, and predicts how these zones evolve
in time.

Figure 9: Schematic of the one-dimensional model.
The problem considered in the one-dimensional model is concerned with
estimating the flow properties in zone 2 based on those in zones 1 and 4. Zone 1
represents the tube when empty from the flow of the preceding pulse, and zone 4 is the
high-pressure region in the valve prior to its opening. The value of pressure in zone 2,
based on the known conditions in zones 1 and 4, can be obtained using [39, 53]:

(1)

where c is the speed of sound and γ is the specific heat ratio. Values of temperature,
density and the induced gas velocity in zone 2 can then be found using [39, 53]:

(2)

(3)
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(4)

Solving these equations indicates that zone 2 will possess an elevated temperature
and increased velocity concurrently. The promise of the technology mainly lies in this
fact. Theoretical instantaneous values of gas speed and temperature just prior to the
departure of the shock-wave from the spray tube are shown in Figure 10. This is the
unique feature of SISP due to the unsteady nature of the flow. In steady-state cold spray
processes increased gas velocity is always accompanied by a drop in gas temperature.

Figure 10: Theoretical instantaneous values of gas speed and temperature just prior
to the departure of the shock-wave from the spray device. Reproduced with
permission [39].
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2.3 Objectives

This dissertation aims to advance the knowledge of the working principles of the
Shock-wave Induced Spraying Process (SISP) through a systematic approach and use of
advanced modeling tools. The specific objectives of this work are listed below:

1. To create a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model of a generic version
of the spray device. This includes a reservoir, a valve, a tube, a representative substrate as
well as a portion of the adjacent surroundings. Using this model it is desired to study
various flow properties during the travel of a single shock-wave, in order to explain the
underlying physics of the spray process. The model is to be general in nature, allowing
investigation of the effect of various parameters on the resulting flow. This will include
an accurate model of the in-line heater and a realistic model of the valve. This model will
be validated through measurement and comparison of flow pressure and temperature
where possible.

2. To use the model to examine effects of the important fundamental parameters
on the flow properties of the device. These parameters will include the temperature and
pressure of supply gas as well as the type of the carrier gas.

3. To model the behavior of particles traveling in the flow field. The goal is to
examine the kinetic and thermal energies of the particles upon their impact on the
substrate. This model will be validated independent of the gas phase.
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4. To use this enhanced model to investigate the effect that particle injection
location and timing has on the particle impact velocity and temperature.

5. To derive an estimation of the particle critical velocity [54] using available
correlations [29] and make a comparison of particle velocity upon impact with
corresponding critical velocity to determine the ability of obtaining a coating under a
specific set of conditions.

6. To examine the influence of various operating parameters on the final outcome
of the coating process using this model. These parameters include the spray frequency,
main heater and powder heater set-point, particle material and size, length of the main gas
heater as well as powder loading ratio.

2.4 Contents of Dissertation

The dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 introduced the working
principles of thermal spray processes, and how SISP fits into this picture. In Chapter 2, a
survey of the current state of the art of the SISP process was presented, and the general
physics of the flow was described. The objectives of this undertaking were laid out in this
chapter in light of where the technology currently stands. The remainder of the
dissertation gives the details of how these are achieved.

Chapter 3 focuses on the details of the modeling technique, flow equations and
assumptions, and how the model is constructed. In Chapter 4 the detailed scope of the
25

simulation work is laid out, and various stages of the work are explained. Methods used
to validate the numerical model are also presented. Chapter 5 presents the results of the
gas flow and the particle flow separately. The effects that many parameters have on the
potential outcome of the spray process are investigated. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn in the final chapter
.
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Chapter 3.

Numerical Methodology

Several details of the gas dynamics model, including the geometry and
assumptions, governing equations, grid considerations as well as boundary and initial
conditions are described in this chapter. The particle flow simulation is then described, in
which the Discrete Phase Model is used.

3.1 Computational Gas Dynamic Model

The modeling presented in this study is conducted in three distinct stages, to
incrementally increase the model complexity level while ensuring some level of
validation at each stage. First, a simplified model is developed in Stage One focusing on
the basic flow features resulting from the fast opening and closing of a valve. Due to the
fundamental nature of this stage of the study and emphasis on understanding the flow
physics, the geometry used at this stage is not an exact representation of the actual spray
device.

Once the flow physics have been modeled, properly validated, and fully
explained, the model is expanded to more closely represent the working device in Stage
Two. A representative geometry is used at this stage and important process features such
as gas heating and valve behavior are modeled. In Stage Three of the study, particle flow
is also included and analyzed. A more completely representative model of the process is
used at this stage to investigate effect of various working parameters of the device.
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3.1.1 Problem Statement
The main elements of the system, shown schematically in Figure 11, include a
high-pressure gas reservoir and a valve connected through a gas line, a spray tube, and a
flat substrate. Different stages of the study use different values for the device length and
therefore only the other geometrical parameter values are shown in this figure.

Figure 11: A generic schematic of the flow region.
The spray tube considered in this study is a standard ¼” tubing (6.35 mm OD)
with 0.035” (0.89 mm) wall thickness, resulting in a spray tube internal diameter of
approximately 4.6 mm. The tube total length varies in different stages of the study. The
tube has a tapered end which is 105 mm in length that leads to the end which has an
internal diameter of 6.3 mm and is open to ambient air. The purpose of this tube taper is
two-fold; it increases the spray pattern footprint while it increases the gas speed.
3.1.2 Assumptions
The main component, or heart, of the SISP system is its valve. A picture as well
as a CAD representation of the valve are shown in Figure 12. The rendered CAD images
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are generated using ICEM CFD (ANSYS, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA) after
extracting fluid volumes from the native CAD model. The model was imported to ICEM
CFD using IGS Wireframe format. The native CAD model was generated in Autodesk
Inventor (Autodesk, San Rafael, California, USA) for the purpose of manufacturing. The
channels shown in Figure 12 (b) are formed in a stationary seat shown in Figure 12 (c).
The volume shown in Figure 12 (d) rotates and gas passage is formed as the openings of
this rotating volume align with the openings of the stationary seat. These openings are
extended along the radial direction in order to ensure rapid opening and closing.

The flow is solved in an axisymmetric domain shown in Figure 11. Although the
physical valve is of the rotary type, a ball-seat type valve is found to be a good
representation as long as the model appropriately represents the kinematics of the real
valve. The surface area of the model when fully open is initially equated to that of the
real valve opening, leading to a stroke value of 0.6 mm. When the flow is modeled using
this value for stroke, it is shown (in Section 4.2.2) that pressure peaks predicted by the
model are lower than those measured by pressure transducers along the device tube, by
approximately 20%. It is speculated that this is due to a difference in the discharge
coefficient between the real and the modeled valve. Although the two valves have equal
cross-sections when fully open, the modeled valve is more resistive to flow due to
boundary layer formation along a very long surface compared to the real valve. The
stroke was therefore increased by 20%, to approximately 0.72 mm. With this change the
measured and calculated pressure peaks match very well. The valve opening and closing
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behavior varies among the various stages of the study that will be explained in the next
chapter.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 12: Picture and a CAD representation of the rotary-style valve used in the
SISP device
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The pressurized gas source is replaced in the model by a conical-shaped chamber
attached to the valve entrance. The inlet to this chamber has a diameter of 150 mm,
resulting in an area ratio between this section and the spray tube greater than 1000. This
section can accurately represent the flow from a constant-pressure chamber. Based on the
area ratio and using isentropic equations this assumption can be in error by a maximum
of 0.01%.

In the physical device, gas heating is achieved by resistively heating a section of
the spray tube. It is modeled using empirical information from the experiments. In the
experiments an electrical control system ensures that the tube surface temperature at the
end of this heating section reaches the desired input value. In order to model this effect,
the actual temperature distribution along the length of the heating portion of the tube was
measured using K-type thermocouples at certain intervals on the exterior of the heating
tube. As shown in Figure 13, this temperature distribution can be closely approximated
by a linear relation whose initial value is room temperature and final value is the set input
temperature. Simulations were performed using the measured temperature profile and
using the linear approximation. It was found that the linear approximation did not change
the resulting predicted flow field, gas speed as well as gas temperature considerably (that
is less than 5% compared to a case where the measured temperature profile was used).
Consequently, the linear approximation is used as it allows for an easy change of the
heater temperature setting.
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Figure 13: Left: a heating tube (in coiled form) during a heating process with gas
flow, Right: comparison of measured temperature values along the heater tube with
a linear approximation proposed for use as boundary condition in the simulation.
A moving shock-wave, travelling at transonic-supersonic speeds, is the central
feature of the SISP process and hence the solution must account for compressibility
effects. This is achieved by using a variable gas density in the numerical procedure.
Additionally, the flow is expected to reach high speeds, suggesting the presence of high
Reynolds numbers (in the order of 105 to 106). Moreover, it is desired to include effects
of wall friction which have been neglected in previous one-dimensional models.
Therefore viscous and turbulence effects need to be included.

The Spalart-Allmaras model is used to account for turbulence effects. This is a
relatively simple one-equation turbulence model that solves a modeled transport equation
for the kinematic eddy (turbulent) viscosity. It was designed specifically for aerospace
applications involving wall-bounded flows and has been shown to give good results for
boundary layers subjected to compressible flows and adverse pressure gradients [55].
Compared to other turbulence models which involve two or more equations, this model
has the added benefit of greater simplicity and better efficiency.
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3.1.3 Governing Equations
The mathematical model of fluid flow and heat transfer in general is developed
from the laws of physics: conservation of mass, momentum equation, and conservation of
energy. These laws are presented in Equations 5-7.

Conservation of mass (Continuity equation)
(5)

Momentum equation
(6)

Conservation of energy
(7)

The mass conservation equation and the momentum equations are given in the
unsteady axisymmetric (no swirl) form for a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity in
Equations 8-10. These equations relate the values of axial and radial components of
velocity to pressure and density as a function of time.
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Conservation of mass (Continuity equation):
(8)

Momentum equation in the radial directions:

(9)

Momentum equation in the axial directions:

(10)

In Equations 4-6, gas mass density is treated as a variable due to compressibility
effects. This quantity is related to pressure and temperature through the ideal-gas law
given by Equation 11 (constant heat capacities are assumed).
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(11)
where R is the universal gas constant, Mw is the molecular weight of the gas, and p is the
static pressure.
3.1.4 Grid Considerations
In general, for a two-dimensional domain, a quadrilateral block mesh is the most
efficient type of mesh. It allows for a more accurate solution near walls and less
computational effort for the same spatial resolution when compared to other schemes. For
the problem in hand, quadrilateral block grid generation is used to mesh the entire
domain, except for a small region near the valve ball (see Figure 14). The grid is
clustered close to walls, especially inside the tube where boundary layer effects are
expected to be predominant.

Figure 14: Mesh, near the valve ball (left) and near the tube exit and substrate
(right).
The grid system that is used contains a total of 3775 cells. This grid is used to
initiate the solution process. The number of cells, however, will increase due to grid
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adaption as well as addition of cells as the valve ball moves, and finally reaches close to
6000 cells.

As the flow field solution evolves with time, it is expected that areas of high
gradients of flow properties will form. In such regions a grid resolution higher than the
original grid is required in order to fully resolve the flow. However, the location of these
regions is difficult to predict beforehand, and will likely move as the solution evolves in
time and the shock-wave moves. In order to minimize computational time, the grid is
updated at each time step. This technique allows using the original grid, shown in Figure
14, across the domain while refining it in the areas where needed.

In a high-speed transonic flow such as the one being studied, shock-waves,
compression waves and expansion waves result in regions of high pressure gradients.
This quantity is used to determine regions of grid refinement. It is expected that pressure
gradients and velocity values inside the majority of the valve and in the reservoir are
small. The areas of the valve close to its opening are likely subject to high gradients,
however this region already has a very fine grid system. Therefore grid adaption is used
only downstream of the valve. A maximum of two levels of refinement is allowed. An
image of an area of the tube where the grid has been refined is shown in Figure 15. The
grid is shown superimposed on the contours of static pressure. Areas of no refinement,
one level of refinement, and two levels of refinement can be identified.
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Figure 15: Adapted grid superimposed on contours of static pressure (Pa) at t =
0.2 m. A 14-mm-long portion of the tube, 110 mm downstream of valve.
Another important consideration for the grid system is the treatment of the ball
motion. This motion will affect the grid geometry around it: behind the ball near the
valve seat, in front of it in the valve region, as well as in the area between the ball and the
valve cylindrical walls. The latter is the simplest to handle by creating a fluid zone in this
region and defining the same movement profile as the valve ball itself using dynamic
meshing. A similar approach is used in the valve region. However, special treatment is
required at the interface of the fluid region and the inlet surface of the cylindrical valve.
A similar situation exists between the ball and the seat. A zone is created for each of
these two regions that moves along with the ball. This movement, during the opening of
the valve, pushes some cells out of the inlet surface of the reservoir and creates a void in
the region between the valve ball and the valve seat. The situation is reverse while the
valve is closing.
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The motion is implemented through dynamic meshing. Dynamic meshing allows
the deformation of cells affected by the motion of moving boundaries to be adapted.
Several dynamic mesh methods are available: smoothing, layering and re-meshing. For
the application in hand layering is the most appropriate method.

The layering method splits and merges layers by a factor of height or by a ratio
specified in the dynamic mesh zone when a moving boundary reaches the neighbouring
nodes. Figure 16 shows an example of the method. For instance, let height be h and the
collapse factor be specified as 0.5 (Figure 16 center). When a moving boundary moves
inwards to the domain (Figure 16 center) the last layer is modified until the boundary
crosses the line at a distance of 0.5∙h (Figure 16 right). At this point, Layer 1 will be
merged into the moving boundary. The equations for handling the split and collapse cases
are given as:
Split:
Collapse:
where αs is split factor, αc is collapse factor and hmin is the ideal size of cell height. Note
that the layering method only works with a structured mesh.

Figure 16: Dynamic meshing - layering method
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Images demonstrating how this process works near the contact area on the seat of
the ball valve are shown in Figure 17. The original mesh is shown on the left, with a
magnified image shown in the center. The image to the right is 0.2 ms after the start of
the simulation, with the row of cells adjacent to the ball showing some expansion and
three new rows of cells added.

Figure 17: Mesh near the valve ball (left), zoomed in with the valve closed (center)
and in the process of opening (right).
3.1.5 Boundary Conditions
At the entrance of the conical valve input, which represents a large reservoir, a
pressure inlet with uniform pressure is defined. The no-slip condition as well as zero heat
transfer condition are used on each wall of the tube and the substrate. The zero heat
transfer assumption is a good representation of the actual device since the barrel is
thermally insulated in the physical device in both the heater area as well as the tube
extension. When the heater is in operation, temperature values are imposed along its wall
to account for this. This is implemented through a Profile, which assigns temperature
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values as a function of axial location, as included in Appendix B. At all boundaries
within the surrounding air a pressure outlet with uniform atmospheric pressure value is
applied.
3.1.6 Initial Conditions
The initial condition for the transient solution is the steady state solution to the
problem, given the boundary conditions, at zero time. This is a solution with the valve
closed. In this state the valve should fully obstruct the flow. This means the sub-domains
upstream and downstream of the valve are fully separated and disconnected, which
cannot be handled by the solver used for this study. As a result, when the valve is closed
a minimal gap between the valve ball and its seat is left open in order to maintain the
integrity of the domain. It is determined that a gap of 0.01 mm is suitable for this
purpose, resulting in a leak by as much as 0.4% of the fully open / choked flow. The
effect of a leak is an increase in the pressure of the empty tube after the closure of the
valve following each pulse. This leads to a lowering of the pressure ratio between the
valve and the tube prior to the next pulse, and consequently a weakening of the pulse.
This is expected to be negligible in the case of this simulation due to the very low
magnitude of the leak.

3.2 Discrete Phase Model

A Lagrangian formulation, with no particle-particle interaction and no effect of
the particles on the flow is assumed. This so-called 'dilute' assumption is a good
representation of the device under actual operating conditions. An increase in powder
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concentration causes a drop in the velocity and temperature of the gas flow [56]. This
adversely affects the performance of the process. However the device is normally
charged for each pulse with a quantity of powder that will not affect its performance,
satisfying the dilute assumption.

Additionally, in order to maintain the axial symmetry of the model, the gas flow
carrying particles into the main flow is neglected, and particles are injected at zero initial
speed. The gas flow through the powder feed line is not expected to influence the main
flow significantly as the magnitude of the powder feeder flow on average is normally
about two orders of magnitude less than the main gas flow.

The particle motion is caused by the drag force exerted on the particles by the
flow field and determined based on the drag coefficient, CD. Empirical correlations for
this coefficient involve the relative values of particle Reynolds and Mach numbers, Rep
and Mp. Data presented by Clift et al. [57] gives the dependence of drag coefficient on Mp
for several values of Rep. It accounts for a wide range of flow-particle Mach numbers and
Reynolds numbers (0.1 < Mp < 10 and 0.2 < Rep < 104). This range covers the conditions
encountered in the SISP process and is used in this study. This same relationship has been
successfully used previously in simulations of cold spray processes [26, 31, 58].

Heat transfer between the particles and flow is important as the critical velocity of
a particle depends heavily on its temperature at the time of impact [29]. It is assumed that
there is negligible internal resistance to heat transfer within a particle and hence the
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particle is at a uniform temperature at any given time which has previously been
demonstrated and used in the literature [26, 31]. The validity of this assumption can be
assessed by estimating the value of the Biot number, Bi, as introduced in Equation 12,
where h denotes the coefficient of heat transfer, and dp and kp represent the diameter and
thermal conductivity of the particle respectively. Biot number represents the ratio of
convective heat transfer from the surface of an object to the conductive heat transfer
through the object. If this quantity has a value less than 0.1 the constant-temperature
assumption is valid. This quantity is maximum at the greatest heat transfer coefficient
(maximum 250 W/m2.k for forced convection in gases), and largest particle size (40
microns) and the lowest thermal conductivity (16 W/m2.k for stainless steel). This
combination results in a Biot number that is more than two orders of magnitude less than
the threshold Bi value of 0.1.
Bi = h . dp / kp

(12)

All thermodynamic properties required for calculating heat transfer rate are
known and assumed constant except for the flow-particle convective heat transfer
coefficient. This coefficient appears in the definition of the flow-particle Nusselt number,
Nu. A simple correlation exists [59] that links Nu with particle Reynolds number, Rep,
and the Prandtl number, Pr, both of which are known or can be calculated from Equation
13.
Nu = 2 + 0.6Rep1/2Pr1/3 for Mp < 0.24 or Tg < Tp

(13)
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This relationship has been used in modeling the cold spray process [26].
However, the limitation of this correlation regarding Mp and Tg makes it inapplicable
over much of the cycle in the case of SISP. These conditions are met in cold spray
processes during the majority of particle travel, mainly as relative particle Mach number
drops quickly as particles accelerate in the flow stream. In the unsteady case of SISP,
however, these conditions may not be valid depending on whether the particle falls in the
expansion or compression zone of the flow regime. A more general correlation, with
dependence on particle Mach number, must be used to handle the ranges not covered by
the simple correlation above and is given by Equation 14 [26, 31].
Nu = 2 + 0.44Rep1/2Pr1/3exp(0.1+0.872Mp)

for

(14)

Mp > 0.24 and Tg > Tp

3.3 Solver Settings

In order to conduct the simulation, Fluent software (ANSYS, Canonsburg,
Pennsylvania, USA) [60] is used as the solver. Two general categories of solvers are
available; namely density-based and pressure-based. The pressure-based solver uses a
solution algorithm where the governing equations are solved sequentially (i.e., segregated
from one another) [55]. Density-based solvers simultaneously solve the governing
equations of continuity, momentum and energy as a set, or vector, of equations. As the
degree of coupling increases, so does the computational burden of an algorithm.
However, this also improves the rate of convergence as well as the stability of the
algorithm. The density-based solver is more computationally intensive and more stable
than the pressure-based solver. It is the solver of choice for compressible, transonic flows
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without significant regions of low-speed flow. In cases with significant low-speed flow
regions, the pressure-based solver is preferred [55]. The problem in hand is a
combination of both. It is expected that the flow is predominantly transonic while the
valve is open but will have significant low-speed regions when it is closed. The densitybased solver is selected due to solution stability issues with the pressure-based solver.

The density-based solver is available with either an implicit or an explicit
formulation in space domain. In general, the implicit formulation is more memoryintensive, however results in better convergence. For transient cases with traveling
shocks, the density-based explicit solver (with explicit time stepping) may be the most
efficient [55]. Nevertheless, in order to ensure better solution stability, the implicit
formulation in space is used. In summary, the coupled (density-based) implicit approach
is used, which solves all equations (conservation of mass, momentum equations, as well
as energy equation) in all cells simultaneously.

The density-based solver with implicit formulation in space offers three choices
for transient formulation; explicit, first-order implicit and second-order implicit. Due to
stability concerns as a result of high velocities and flow gradients, the explicit solver (in
time) may cause issues with solution stabilities and is not a good choice. Normally, the
second-order implicit transient formulation is preferred because it potentially results in
better solution accuracy at a larger time step. However, dynamic mesh simulation which
is required to model valve motion currently is available only with first-order time
advancement, leaving this as the only option for transient formulation. In order to ensure
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that this choice of transient formulation will yield an accurate time-resolved solution, a
study of the magnitude of time step is required as explained later.

In order to enable automatic updates to the grid at each time step, grid adaption is
utilized. As explained previously, pressure gradients are used in order to determine which
areas of the mesh need refinement. A maximum of two levels of refinement is allowed.
Valve motion is implemented by the use of a Profile, as included in Appendix B. The
change in geometry and grid as a result of this motion is accommodated through dynamic
meshing. Layering is the best method for handling the case in hand. Values of the split
factor, αs, and collapse factor, αc, are left to the default values of 0.4 and 0.04
respectively.

For the discrete phase, placing particles at several radial locations will add a
major dimension to the complexity of the problem, and will be very computationally
expensive. It is therefore desired to investigate if variations in the initial radial location
will have a significant effect on the fate of the particles. Powder particles are initiated at a
radial location very close to the central axis of the device. This central location (r/R =
0.0) is compared with a location close to the wall (r/R = 0.8) and an intermediate location
(r/R = 0.5), where R denotes the radius of the spray tube. It is found that the thermal and
kinetic components of particle energies upon impacting a substrate are varied slightly
when their radial injection location is varied. As injection location gets closer to the tube
wall particle temperatures tend to rise slightly while their speed decreases also slightly.
The results supporting these findings are presented in Appendix D. The central location,
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therefore, offers a good representation for the entire spectrum of radial locations of the
initial injection.

The particles are introduced every 5 mm along the length of the spray gun, and at
every 10th time step. Particle tracking is conducted at every gas iteration. The initial
temperature, size and material of the injected particles are set according to the specific
conditions of each simulation.

The heat transfer model that was previously described takes into account the
effect of relative particle Mach number. This model is not readily available in Fluent, and
therefore a User-Defined Function (UDF) is developed in order to account for this. This
UDF is included in Appendix C.
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Chapter 4.

Numerical Experiments, Verification and
Validation

The three stages of the study are aimed to serve different purposes. Stage One is
conducted to explain the flow physics in the device. A shortened device length is used for
this study as the device length will introduce no additional flow physics. Details are
added to the model and subsequent stages provide a more realistic representation of the
actual device. Geometrical properties of the device are similar in different stages except
for the device length. These geometrical parameters of the spray device are summarized
in Table 2.

Item

Table 2: Geometrical features of the device modeled.
Value - Stage One
Value - Stage Two and Three

Spray Tube

Standard 6.35 mm (¼”) OD, 4.6 mm (0.18”) ID

Total Length

1240 mm

Tip Configuration

Tapered, 105 mm long, 6.5 mm ID

2250 mm

The specifics details of the model set-up for each stage are explained below while
the next chapter reports the results of these stages.

4.1 Stage One: Generic Gas Flow

The goal of Stage One of this work is to simulate the unsteady transonic gas flow
through the SISP device in order to explain the overall flow physics. Therefore a shorter
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device length than the real case is adopted. Moreover some details such as gas heater
behavior and actual temporal behavior of the valve are ignored.
4.1.1 Model Conditions
A schematic depiction of the spray device used in this stage of the study is shown
in Figure 18. The spray tube considered in this stage of the study is based on the real
device which is a standard ¼” (6.35 mm OD) tubing with 0.035” (0.89 mm) wall
thickness, resulting in a spray tube internal diameter of approximately 4.6 mm. The total
length of the tube however, is 1240 mm at this stage. The remaining geometrical details
are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 18: Schematic of the flow region used at Stage One.
For this stage, the valve comes to a fully opened state in 1ms and immediately
closes over a period of 2 ms. These motion characteristics were determined based on
open-close electric commands sent to a ball-seat valve at the early stages of the prototype
development. The approximation used at this stage will not change the flow physics and
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therefore emphasis is not placed on a more accurate representation of the real ball-seat
valve.

In Stage One the gas heater effect is included through introduction of preheated
gas at the valve inlet. This simplifies the modelling effort and allows a better
understanding of the contribution of the travelling shock-wave within the process.

The key parameters for the operation of the spray device are the supply gas
pressure, the heat input to the system, as well as the gas medium that is used. The typical
values for these parameters which are considered in this study, are summarized in Table
3.

Table 3: Simulation conditions considered in the Stage One of the study.
Parameter
Value
Comment
Reservoir Pressure

1 MPa, 2 MPa

Can be varied as a boundary
condition.

Driver

Gas

Temperature Ambient (23 °C),

Can be varied as a boundary

(Supplied to the Valve)

300 °C

condition.

Media

Air, He

This is for both the flow gas and
ambient. Ideal gas law is used.
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Of all possible combinations of these parameters, four combinations are chosen
that will show the effect that the three parameters of interest have on the flow field. These
combinations are indicated in Table 4.

Table 4: Combinations of interest for simulation conditions for this study.
Air
Air
Air
He
Simulation
1MPa
2MPa
2MPa
2MPa
Condition
No Heat
No Heat
300°C
No Heat
Pressure

Included

Included

Heat

Included

Gas Type

Included

Included
Included

4.1.2 Model Verification
Model verification is conducted to ensure the equations for the simulation task are
solved properly. This concerns the details of the modeling process, for example the grid
geometry and size as well as the time step size for transient problems. These
considerations are addressed in Stage One and apply to the simulations conducted in the
following stages of the work.

The grid size and refinement level is verified through a grid sensitivity study. This
process was started by utilizing a grid with seven cells across the radius of the tube, with
three layers of cells in the boundary layer zone. Finer and coarser grids were then studied
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as summarized in columns one through four in Table 5. Number of cells along the radius
of the tube is used as a reference, and the cell size along the axial direction also varied
accordingly.

Grid

Table 5: Summary of various grids used in the grid sensitivity study.
Total Cells
Boundary
Total Observation Regarding Solution

#

along Radius

1

15

Layer Cells
3

Cells
33940 This solution is identical to solution from
Grid #2.

2

7

3

7197

This is the original grid. The solution is
identical to that of Grid #1 and similar
that of Grid #3.

3

5

2

3775

This solution is different from that of
Grid #4 but similar to that of Grid #2.

4

3

1

1365

This solution is different from that of
Grid #3, and shows slight divergence.

The solutions obtained from these grids are compared in order to determine the
best grid for the study. For this purpose values of static temperature and axial velocity
along the centerline are plotted in Figure 19 at select time steps. These time steps are
selected during the first 4 ms of the solution, when the shock-wave is passing through the
device. It is found that grids with 5 and 7 cells along the radius result in a similar
solution. With the coarsest grid, however, it is found to be difficult to generate a stable
solution. Once this solution is achieved, however, it shows a maximum of 3% difference
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in the values of peak temperature and local differences of 10% in the values of peak
velocity. It is, therefore, concluded that grid #3 with 5 cells along the tube radius is most
appropriate and therefore is used for this study. This grid size presents the optimum
balance of accuracy and computational efficiency. The results of this study are
summarized in the last column of Table 5.

Figure 19: Values of static temperature and axial velocity along the centerline of the
device at two time instants using grids with 3, 5 and 7 cells along the radius
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In order to determine the optimum time step value, three different time steps are
considered, namely 0.02 (double), 0.01 (current) and 0.005 ms (half). For the application
of interest the important flow variables are the gas velocity and static temperature.
Therefore the effect of time step on these two flow properties is investigated by plotting
the values along the centerline at three times in the cycle for the three time steps, as
depicted in Figure 20. Axial velocity, which is the most dominant velocity component in
this flow, remains mostly unchanged as time step changes. At the instant of the valve
closure, a dip in this variable is observed at the two larger time step values that is more
pronounced at 0.02 ms. This feature is therefore only a numerical anomaly. However, this
anomaly can result in solution stability issues at higher pressure ratios, which renders the
largest time step unsuitable. Although the solution with the finest time step is closer to
reality from the point of view of this feature, since its occurrence does not influence the
accuracy of the solution in other locations it can be ignored and the time step of 0.01 ms
is deemed to be most suitable.
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Figure 20: Values of static temperature (top) and axial velocity (bottom) at three
solution times using three different time step values.
When considering values of static temperature it appears that all three solutions
generate similar trends and close values. However, especially at 1 ms and 2 ms, the
coarsest time step of 0.02 ms seems to slightly underestimate these values. To this end, a
time step of 0.01 ms is the optimal choice for the problem in hand. The maximum
number of iterations per time step is set to 100 for all solutions considered.
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Another important aspect of the simulation work is how similar consecutive
pulses are to one another, and how many pulses it takes to reach a repeatable pattern. The
result of the pulses that are not similar to future ones should be dismissed, and the pulse
that is similar to the rest must be used to conduct the analysis. If the flow field in the tube
prior to the start of two pulses is similar to one another, the two pulses will be similar to
one another. Therefore plots of velocity magnitude and static temperature, along the axis
of the spray device at the start of four consecutive pulses, are plotted in the left and right
portions of Figure 21 respectively. It is evident that plots at the start of pulse one and two
are radically different, but the plot at the start of pulse two is nearly identical to all future
plots. Therefore pulse two is taken for analysis through the rest of this study.

Figure 21: Values of velocity magnitude (left) and static temperature (right) along
the spray device centerline at the beginning of the first four pulses.
4.1.3 Presentation of Results
In an attempt to study the results of these simulations it is important to establish a
method to effectively present them. A simple approach is to create contour images of the
flow field at different time steps and present them in sequence. An example of this is
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shown in Figure 22. Each horizontal region in this diagram represents the contour plot of
static temperature throughout the solution domain at one instant of time. The upper-most
region corresponds to the solution at 0.0 ms, and each subsequent one is the solution at
0.4 ms time intervals. For all the simulations included in this stage, the valve opens in
1ms and immediately closes in 2 ms. These opening/closing times are somewhat arbitrary
but deemed short enough to result in the formation of a shock-wave in the spray gun.

Figure 22: Sequential contours of static temperature at 0 ms to 4 ms. Air, 2 MPa,
room temperature.
It is possible to develop a more effective technique for presenting the important
results. In this technique, values of each specific flow variable of interest are extracted at
a specific radius (on the centerline in this case) of the flow field at every time step. A
Journal file that was created to extract these data is shown in Appendix E. In doing this it
is assumed that these values are a good representative of the flow variables at all other
radial locations. A close examination of Figure 22 confirms that this is a reasonable
assumption; the value of static temperature at the centerline, at each time and axial
location, extend well to the walls of the tube. This information can then be processed to
create a two-dimensional graph where the horizontal axis represents the axial position in
the spray apparatus and the vertical axis represents solution time. The Matlab
(Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) program and relevant functions that were
developed for this purpose are included in Appendix F. An example of implementing this
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technique to present the results is shown in Figure 23. This image pertains to the same
operating conditions as those shown in Figure 22.

Figure 23: Contours of static temperature (K) in space-time domain – Air, 2 MPa,
no heat.
This image is a typical representation of the results used throughout this section.
The extent of the space domain starts from the valve exit and stretches to the substrate.
The locations of the start of the tapered section as well as the nozzle exit are shown by
two vertical lines in Figure 23. It is important to note how close the nozzle exit is located
with respect to the substrate when compared to the total length of the tube; this distance is
only 15mm compared to the overall tube length of 1240 mm, which is about two orders
of magnitude shorter.
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The location of a traveling shock-wave that occurs as a result of fast opening and
closing of the valve is also identified. The slope of this line represents the shock-wave
velocity, the closer this line to the horizontal direction the faster the shock-wave travels.
It is concluded that this technique for presenting the results is very effective in
understanding and explaining various characteristics of the flow. A similar technique,
however executed predominantly in black-and-white coloring and utilizing plain lines to
create zones of different values, is typically seen in research aimed at studying shock
tubes and other one-dimensional transient problems.
4.1.4 Model Validation
The problem of discharging gas from a reservoir to ambient through a channel can
be simplified to a one-dimensional unsteady problem. This type of problem is commonly
encountered in the analysis of shock tubes. If wall friction and viscous effects are
ignored, simple models exist based on compressible flow theory that can predict flow
properties in such situations [53]. These models have been previously applied to the
shock tube problem [33]. They can therefore be used as a base for validating this CFD
solution. This model has been previously incorporated into a calculator for the purpose of
predicting the SISP performance [39]. The one-dimensional results used here for the
purpose of comparison are based on this flow calculator.

Ideally, model validation should be performed using experimental measurements.
This has been done at the Stage Two of the study, however comparison with simplified
one-dimensional model results is deemed useful in showing that the current results are
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reasonable. A comprehensive account of this one-dimensional analysis is available in the
literature [39].

The valve parameters used at this stage are an approximation of the reality.
Therefore the result, although qualitatively valid, may be quantitatively different in some
aspects from the real case. Nevertheless, the process fundamentals will be similar
between the real case and those predicted in this model and hence it is deemed reasonable
to use this approach of comparing with simplified theory.

In this case gas pressure and temperature are used for the comparison. The value
considered is the time it takes for the front-most pressure spike, called the ‘Shock Front’
in the one-dimensional solution, to reach the tube exit. The second is the temperature of
the gas immediately trailing the shock front, called the ‘Hot Zone’ in the one-dimensional
solution. A summary of these values for both the one-dimensional and the current
simulation at supply pressure values of 1 MPa and 2 MPa are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Comparison of simulation results with one-dimensional solution.
Time-to-Exit of the Shock Front
Temperature of Hot Zone (°C)
Psupply (MPa) (ms)
Current

One-dimensional

Current

One-dimensional

1

25

25

175 - 250

135

2

20

23

275 - 475

182
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It is evident that the current simulation follows the same trends as the onedimensional solution among all values. While the values of time-to-exit match very
closely, there is some discrepancy between hot zone temperature values. The onedimensional model seems to underestimate all of these values when compared with the
one-dimensional model. This can be attributed to the fact that viscous effects are ignored
in the one-dimensional model, both of which are contributing factors to heat generation.

A more comprehensive picture of the flow field can be obtained by comparing the
simulation results with the one-dimensional solution in a time-space domain. This onedimensional solution is obtained using the model previously presented in Section 2.2. The
case of air as the gas medium with a supply pressure of 2 MPa is selected for this
comparison. The results obtained from the current model and the one-dimensional model
are shown in Figure 24. Values of gas density are selected for the purpose of comparison

Time (ms)

since this variable undergoes significant variations.

Distance from Valve (m)

Figure 24: Comparison of density values (in kg/m3) obtained from current CFD
simulation (left) with validated one-dimensional model (right). Air, 2 MPa supply
pressure, no heat.
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The location of the first line from the bottom in the time-space domain, obtained
from the one-dimensional model (in blue), is very closely matched by the CFD
simulation. This line represents the shock-wave location. In addition, the values of the
fluid density on the two sides of this line (predicted as a constant value of 1.2 and 2.8
before and after the shock-wave passage by the one-dimensional model) closely match in
the two solutions.

The second line obtained from the one-dimensional model (in red) represents the
contact surface, i.e. the surface that separates the fluid that was initially in the highpressure zone (that travels as a result of gas expansion) from the one that was in the lowpressure zone (that travels as a result of compression). Between this first line and the
second apparent line in the CFD solution the density values are more or less constant.
The location of the second line as well as the actual fluid density values on the two sides
of this line (predicted as constant values of 2.8 and 7.1 before and after the contact
surface respectively) also match between the two solutions. Above this line, however,
there is a clear density gradient in the CFD simulation, as opposed to the constant value
predicted in the one-dimensional solution. This makes it very difficult to identify the third
line (the expansion zone) on the CFD simulation result.

A third line also exists in the image for the one-dimensional solution in Figure 24
(right), that separates zone 3 and zone 4 of the flow shown in Figure 9. This line
represents several expansion waves that originate from the valve and are responsible for
adjusting flow conditions from zone 4 to zone 3. These waves span over a large area in
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space, starting from the contact surface and spreading into the high-pressure reservoir. In
effect, these series of expansion waves are the one-dimensional equivalent of a gradual
adjustment in flow properties. This gradual adjustment is apparent in Figure 24 (left).
Density in the stationary portion of flow in the valve is 23 kg/m3.

It is speculated that this discrepancy between the two solutions is due to the 2D
effects included in the CFD model. Moreover, the one-dimensional model assumes an
abrupt change in properties across an expansion wave, which in reality is not the case. All
other identifiable characteristics, however, closely agree between the two solutions.
Based on these results, it is hypothesized that the present two-dimensional model
reasonably well predicts the flow field inside the spray apparatus and it will be assumed
that one can be confident that the two-dimensional model is accurate.

4.2 Stage Two: Representative Gas Flow

The goal of the Stage One of this work was to develop a model to capture basic
properties of the flow in a simplified version of the SISP device. This model is verified
through numerical experimentation to ensure the flow equations are solved properly. It is
also validated, using established one-dimensional results in the literature, to ensure the
model is sufficiently capable of predicting the flow. At Stage Two, this model is
expanded to model a representative geometry of the device, with complexities added to
more accurately represent the device.
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4.2.1 Model Conditions
A schematic depiction of the spray device modeled in this stage of the study is
shown in Figure 25. The spray tube considered in this stage of the study is generally
similar to the previous stage, that is a standard ¼” (6.35 mm) tubing with 0.035”
(0.89 mm) wall thickness, resulting in a spray tube internal diameter of approximately
4.6 mm. The total length of this tube is now 2250 mm (compared to 1240 mm at Stage
One), which represents the real spray device. Other details of the geometry remain the
same. These geometrical parameters of the spray device have already been summarized
in Table 2.

End of Heater
Figure 25: Schematic of the flow region used at Stage Two.
The valve model at this stage represents the rotary type valve used in the spray
device today. The design of this rotary valve allows for more accurate estimation of the
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motion profile. Based on the motion conditions of the valve, an open and close time of
1.2 ms each, and a fully open duration of 11.1 ms, is used, reflecting the valve motion
conditions encountered in the typical spray process.

Additionally, the effect of the gas heater is accounted for in accordance to the
physical device, whereby gas heating is achieved by resistively heating a section of the
spray tube. A linear profile of temperature variations between the start and the end of the
gas heater is imposed as temperature boundary condition on the wall of the heater. The
temperature value at the start of the heater is set to room temperature, and to the heater
set-point of 550 °C at the exit of the heater.
4.2.2 Model Validation
At this stage a comparison between measurements and model results of the timehistory of pressure inside the spray gun is made. These measurements are conducted at
two locations along the spray device: immediately downstream of the valve and at the
powder feeding location. A piezoelectric pressure transducer, PCB model 113B24, with a
rise time of under 1micro-second, is used for capturing pressure values. Data acquisition
equipment from National Instruments is utilized in connection with LabView software on
a computer workstation. Sampling time for the pressure measurement is 0.1 ms. A Matlab
program that was developed for the purpose of extracting and processing time-history
data are included in Appendix G. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 26.
One set of experimental measurements is indicated; however, repetition of the experiment
yielded indistinguishable curves at the scale presented.
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Figure 26: Comparison of time-history of wall pressure at two locations along the
spray tube between the experiment and the simulation: 1- immediately after the
valve, 2- at the powder injection location.
It appears that many features of the flow are well captured. This includes the time
difference between the start of the two occurrences, the value of pressure peak, as well as
the rise time to reach the peak. The most pronounced difference between measured and
calculated pressure values lies in the rate of pressure decay, where the measured values
demonstrate a slower trend. This can be associated with the nature of piezoelectric
sensors; while they are very quick to react to a pressure rise their response to decay is
slower [61].

A similar plot is shown in Figure 27 where time-history of experimentally
measured pressure values is compared with two simulation cases of different valve stroke
lengths. One simulation case, denoted 'Initial', represents an initial simulation where
valve stroke was 6mm, and the case denoted 'Long Stroke' represents a stroke of 7.2 mm.
The details are explained in Section 3.1.2; the plot confirms that the longer valve stroke
gives better agreement with measurements.
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Figure 27: Effect of stroke length on prediction of pressure, and comparison with
experimentally measured pressure values.
An attempt was made at measuring temporal variations of temperature at a
location of the spray device; the particle feeding location was selected for this purpose.
The smallest k-type thermocouple available on the market is one from Omega [62] that is
0.01 mm in diameter. This thermocouple, due to its small size, is extremely difficult to
handle. The thermocouple was mounted inside the spray tube and the signal was
collected. The resulting measurement, overlaid on predicted temperature values, is shown
in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Experimentally measured temperature values overlaid on predictions
from the simulation.
Based on relations provided by the manufacturer, and considering the gas speed over the
thermocouple, a time constant of approximately 1-4 ms is expected for the thermocouple
during the fast temperature rise, and 1-50 ms during the gradual temperature drop. The
event takes about 3 ms to the peak, and 40 ms for the gradual drop. Evidently, in both
cases the time constant of the thermocouple is in the same order of magnitude as the
duration of the event. This indicates that the measurement system is not fast enough to
fully capture the details of the signal. However, the fact that a temperature rise is detected
upon the passage of the shock-wave validates the basic principle behind the traveling
shock-wave phenomenon.

4.3 Stage Three: Discrete Phase

The purpose of this stage of the work is to study the behavior of particulate
material in the gas flow. This will enable prediction of particle fate upon impacting the
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substrate, that is whether it will adhere and form a coating or not. A mechanism to
introduce powder particles into the spray tube is also essential to the process. Using the
particle modeling technique it is possible to examine the effect of powder injection
scheme on the performance of the device.
4.3.1 Model Conditions
The geometry and flow conditions for the particle simulation study are those used
in Stage Two (Figure 25). These reflect working conditions typically used in the
operation of the device. The typical injection site is located 1.4 m downstream of the
valve as depicted in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Typical location of particle injection site with reference to the valve and
nozzle exit.
4.3.2 Model Validations
In order to validate the discrete phase model, particle velocities at the exit of the
device tube are compared between the prediction of the model and measurements. For the
purpose of particle velocity measurements, a particle analysis system called DPV2000,
developed by Tecnar Inc. (St-Bruno, Quebec, Canada), is used. The device, as shown in
Figure 30, is capable of measuring and diagnosing in-flight particles.
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Figure 30: DPV-2000 particle analysis device by Tecnar Inc.
The device works based on a photo detector that is covered by two consecutive
slits of a distance of 210 microns apart [63]. In thermal spray processes the device detects
the radiation emitted from hot particles. For processes where particles are not hot enough
to emit sufficient radiation, such as cold spray and SISP, a laser is used to illuminate the
particles and generate sufficient scattered radiation. As a particle passes in front of the
photo detector, the sensor detects two radiation spikes, one for each slit that sees the
particle. The time difference between these two spike events, and the precisely known
distance between the two slits of the photo-mask, enable calculation of the particle speed.

The particle speeds for three different types of powder, of spherical shape, are
measured by the device. For each case, the mean velocity and the standard deviation of
the measurement are calculated, and plotted in Figure 31 for aluminum (top), copper
(center) and stainless steel (bottom) particles. Time variations of particle velocities with
respect to their injection time is illustrated. A Matlab program and relevant functions that
were developed for this purpose are included in Appendix H. For the measurements, a
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particle size distribution narrowed to a range of 25-38 microns is used. Numerical results
pertaining to the particle sizes of 20 microns and 40 microns are plotted. It is evident in
all three cases of materials that the calculated values fall well within, or in a close range
of those measured in the experiments.

Figure 31: Comparison of measured and calculated particle speed at the exit of the
SISP device for aluminum (top), copper (center) and stainless steel 316 (bottom)
particles.
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Chapter 5.

Results and Discussion

The results of the study are presented in this chapter. The chapter is divided into
three sections to present the results from the three stages of the study. First, the results of
‘Stage One: Generic Gas Flow’ as described in Section 4.1, are presented. In this case a
simplified model is used to study the general effects of pressure, temperature and gas
type on the flow field. In the next section results of gas flow for a set of realistic
operating conditions as described in Section 4.2, ‘Stage 2: Representative Gas Flow’, are
presented. Differences with the results of Stage One due to improved simulation
conditions are highlighted. In the third section of this chapter results of the discrete phase
modeling as described in Section 4.3, ‘Stage Three: Discrete Phase’, are presented.

5.1 Stage One: Gas Phase - Simplified Model

The quantities of particular interest to this study are the flow local temperature
and velocity. The total temperature, which is essentially a representation of the kinetic as
well as internal energy of the flow, is also of interest. This is due to the fact that it is
important to simultaneously bring the powder particles to an elevated level of thermal
and kinetic energy for a successful spray process. Finally, in order to fully understand the
flow behaviour and the effect of the parameters of interest on the flow regime, local
pressure and the Mach number are also studied in detail.
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5.1.1 Effect of Gas Supply Pressure and Temperature
The effects of the gas supply pressure and preheating temperature are considered
first. In all of these simulations the gas media is air. Each set of results consists of three
images; the first image corresponds to the conditions of 1 MPa and 23 °C supply gas,
followed by 2 MPa and 23 °C for the second image and 2 MPa and 300 °C for the last
image.

The effect of supply pressure and temperature on the pressure field is shown in
Figure 32. Note the inclined line near the bottom of each figure that separates the initial
stagnant flow from the accelerated flow with a sharp change in color on its two sides.
This line represents the location of the travelling shock-wave in the space-time domain,
and its slope represents the speed of this feature (the closer to the horizontal direction the
faster the shock-wave is travelling). It is observed that increasing the supply gas pressure
from 1 MPa (left) to 2 MPa (middle) will slightly increase the travelling shock-wave
speed. By operating the device at an elevated temperature of 300 °C (right) versus
ambient temperature (middle), the most important visible effect is an increase in the
propagation speed of the shock-wave and of the resulting flow pressure throughout the
space-time domain.
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Figure 32: Effect of supply pressure and temperature on static pressure (Pa).
Supply temperature and pressure values of ambient and 1 MPa (left), ambient and
2 MPa (middle) and 300 °C and 2 MPa (right).
Contours of Mach number are examined next, as shown in Figure 33. The
contours of Mach number look quite similar, in appearance and magnitude, when gas
supply temperature is varied. These observations are in very good agreement with the
simplified one-dimensional theory [21].

Figure 33: Effect of supply pressure and temperature on Mach number. Supply
temperature and pressure values of ambient and 1 MPa (left), ambient and 2 MPa
(middle) and 300 °C and 2 MPa (right).
In fact, in the one-dimensional formulation (presented in Equations 1-4), the value
of the flow Mach number immediately trailing the travelling shock-wave is a strong
function of pressure ratio, and a weak function of process temperature. If temperature in
zone 4 is assumed to be equal to zone 1, which is a realistic assumption, according to
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Equation 1 the pressure in zone 2 will only be a function of supply pressure.
Subsequently, according to Equations 2 and 3, temperature and density in zone 2 will also
only be a function of supply pressure. If both sides of Equation 4 are divided by c2 one
can see that Mach number in zone 2 is also independent of supply temperature and only
depends on supply pressure. These relations are utilized to investigate the effect of supply
pressure and temperature on gas speed and Mach number in zone 2, and the results are
shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Effect of supply pressure (top) and temperature (bottom) on gas speed
and Mach number in zone 2, with the assumption of fully-recovered temperature
and no temperature recovery in the tube after the passage of the shock-wave.
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For the case of air, if an infinitely large pressure ratio is used, the one-dimensional
theory predicts that Mach number would approach a value of 1.9. As shown in Figure 33
and Figure 34, Mach number in zone 2 remains below this level over a range of supply
pressures and temperatures. Near the valve (Figure 33) Mach number holds its maximum
value, and in the case of the simulation results this high value of Mach number quickly
diminishes due to frictional effects as the wave travels along the tube, which is not
accounted for in the one-dimensional model. Another interesting attribute of these
contours is when higher pressure is used, this diminishing effect occurs at a much slower
pace than when lower pressure is used. This indicates that it is possible to sustain a higher
Mach number over a longer portion of the tube by increasing the supply pressure.

The next important flow feature to be considered is the axial velocity. Particle
velocity is directly related to this quantity, which along with particle impact temperature
are the two major factors determining the success of the spray process. Contours of axial
velocity of the gas under the three conditions specified previously are shown in Figure
35. The location of the traveling shock-wave in the space-time domain is visible as an
inclined line at the bottom of each contour and demonstrates a sharp change in color on
its two sides. This location is the same between these contours (all the three) and contours
of pressure as shown previously in Figure 32.
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Figure 35: Effect of supply pressure and temperature on axial velocity (m/s). Supply
temperature and pressure values of ambient and 1 MPa (left), ambient and 2 MPa
(middle) and 300 °C and 2 MPa (right).
Beyond a certain length it is expected that the kinetic energy of the shock-wave,
reflected in the flow axial velocity behind the shock-wave, will start to deteriorate as a
result of wall friction and viscous dissipation effects. This phenomenon is most visible in
Figure 35 (left). Moreover, in all cases, at each location (for example take the contour to
the right at location 0.5 m on x-axis), as time passes (4ms < t < 10 ms) some oscillation in
the value of axial velocity is observed. There is a sharp rise when the shock-wave arrives,
to a value of approximately 700 m/s, then it settles to a value of approximately 400 m/s.
As a result of the valve closing, this value suddenly drops to levels near zero; however
this is followed by another slight increase in velocity, which is a result of the reflection of
the expansion wave from the end of the nozzle.

The trend shows a slight increase in maximum flow speed due to increased
pressure (approximately 710 m/s and 790 m/s at 1 MPa and 2 MPa respectively),
however a high-speed zone forming in the tapered nozzle tip and in the surroundings lasts
a significantly longer time in the case of increased supply pressure. When a higher
pressure is used, a greater mass of gas will enter the tube initially. However, since flow
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speed remains the same, it takes a longer time to discharge all of the gas from the tube
when higher pressure is used.

An increase in the temperature of supply gas, on the other hand, is accompanied
by a more significant increase in gas velocity. This is evident both inside the straight
nozzle tube as well as in the tapered portion and surroundings. This is because an
increase in temperature makes more energy available to the gas stream that can be
translated into kinetic energy. Additionally, the dependence of the speed of sound on
temperature contributes to this. An increase in temperature results in an increase value of
speed of sound, and even under equal Mach regimes a gas of higher temperature will
demonstrate higher gas speed. The portion of the high-speed flow that occurs in the
tapered nozzle tip and surroundings lasts nearly as long in time as that observed in the noheat arrangement.

Contours of static temperature for the three cases studied are shown in Figure 36.
The location of the traveling shock-wave and the effect of the two parameters on the
speed of this feature can again be clearly seen and the same conclusion drawn. The main
significance of these contours, however, lies in the formation of a high-temperature zone
in all cases trailing immediately after the traveling shock-wave. A rise in temperature of
approximately 300 °C is observed in this zone compared to the temperature of the supply
gas. As time passes and the fluid travels along the tube, this region demonstrates two
interesting attributes. Firstly, the maximum gas temperature in this region tends to
increase, and this increased temperature zone tends to stretch in space. This hints that by
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using a longer tube it is possible to achieve a zone of elevated temperature that is longer.
Practically, it is not possible to extend the tube indefinitely.

Figure 36: Effect of supply pressure and temperature on static temperature (K).
Supply temperature and pressure values of ambient and 1 MPa (left), ambient and
2 MPa (middle) and 300 °C and 2 MPa (right).
In these contours, gas temperature in the device prior to the advent of the shockwave is not at ambient room conditions. Neither this initial value is a reflection of the
evolution of the flow conditions towards the end of the pulse. In fact, the results at this
stage are calculated for a single isolated pulse, therefore the conditions at time zero are
the initial solution used to start the transient solution. This solution is arrived at through
solving the flow field with the valve closed. In obtaining the initial steady-state solution,
the valve presents a small leak. As a result, hot gas leaks from the valve into the ambient
after passing through the tube. This small flow travels very slowly and results in
negligible change in gas velocity or pressure. However, it is of a high temperature and
causes a temperature increase in the tube. This is reflected in the temperature of the gas in
the tube prior to advent of the shock-wave being equal to the reservoir inlet temperature
boundary condition. This phenomenon is in fact an accurate representation of reality. A
leaking valve connected to a tube open to atmosphere will transmit the temperature to the
tube, however will not cause a considerable pressure or velocity rise in the tube.
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A comparison with the contours of axial velocity shows that this region also
experiences a high speed. This is the feature that sets this spray method apart from its
steady counterparts. In steady-state cold spray methods, the main focus is on the velocity
of the gas medium, and a rise in gas velocity is always accompanied by a drop in flow
temperature according to the basic principles of energy conservation in steady-state
processes. In this situation, however, as a result of the unsteady nature of the flow, an
opportunity arises where elevated levels of temperature and velocity co-exist in the flow.
The region in the flow that attains this elevated level of temperature and velocity is bound
by the shock-wave and the contact surface. Prior to the exit of the high-pressure gas from
the reservoir, this region was stationary in the tube. The initiation of the gas pulse
compresses this stationary gas, which causes it to heat. The approaching gas pulse also
accelerates the previously stationary gas to high velocities at the same time. The energy
required for these simultaneous actions originates from the energy stored in the
pressurized gas reservoir. Although this opportunity lasts a short time (only a few
milliseconds), it can be enough to bring powder particles of proper size and shape to
internal energy levels that are not achievable in traditional cold spray methods.

The unique feature of this process can be further explored by examining contours
of total temperature. This quantity is defined as the temperature of the flow when it is
brought to a zero velocity with no heat transfer. Contours of total temperature under the
three conditions studied are shown in Figure 37. It is observed from these contours that a
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zone of elevated energy content forms just after the traveling shock-wave. This unique
feature of the pulsing flow is ideal for use in a kinetic spray process.

Figure 37: Effect of supply pressure and temperature on total temperature (K).
Supply temperature and pressure values of ambient and 1 MPa (left), ambient and
2 MPa (middle) and 300 °C and 2 MPa (right).
5.1.2 Effect of Gas Type
A similar comparison is conducted to observe the effect of gas type on various
flow characteristics. The case of air at 2 MPa and 300 °C for supply conditions is
compared with helium as the medium at the same supply conditions.

Contours of static pressure are shown in Figure 38 for the two cases. It is
observed that flow features (for example the moving shock-wave) propagate faster in a
helium environment. The traveling shock-wave has a significantly higher speed in helium
than in air (1520 m/s and 610 m/s for helium and air respectively). This is reflected in the
slope of the line that represents the location of the shock-wave in space-time domain.
Additionally, time variations of pressure in the area near the valve during the period of
the valve being open are significantly steeper in helium than air. All these observations
are attributed to the fact that the speed of sound in helium is more than two times larger
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than in air. This characteristic governs the speed at which all other flow features
propagate in a medium.

Figure 38: Effect of gas type on static pressure (Pa). Gas type of air (left) and helium
(right).
Another interesting observation from a comparison of these two contours is the
fact that pressure in the spray tube reaches significantly higher values when helium is
used compared to air. This is directly related to the propagation speed of features in the
two media as a result of a difference in the sound speed. In helium, speed of sound is
nearly three times that of air, and subsequently pressure increase in the tube occurs at a
rate nearly three times faster than in helium. Therefore within the same given valve open
time, pressure in helium reaches greater values than that in air. For a more direct
comparison, one may visually compare pressure value in the helium tube at 1 ms with
that of the air tube at 3 ms; they are quite comparable.

Contours of axial velocity are shown in Figure 39. These images present the fact
that flow speed is significantly greater when helium is used. Throughout the straight
spray section, a significant difference in shock-induced velocity is observed between the
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two cases, showing a velocity of approximately 460m/s for air versus 1130m/s in the case
of helium. A similar ratio holds for the maximum value of the axial velocity, with that of
helium reaching approximately 2400m/s versus 770m/s for air. This is in agreement with
one-dimensional predictions, as expressed in Equation 4.

Figure 39: Effect of gas type on axial velocity (m/s). Gas type of air (left) and helium
(right).
Effect of gas type on the value of Mach number is shown in Figure 40.
Interestingly, these images look more or less alike especially when the range of the
values of Mach number is considered. This further verifies that the higher values of axial
velocity found with helium can be attributed to the very high speed of sound in this
medium. While the general trends are very similar, the image corresponding to helium
looks compacted in the time domain, suggesting a faster propagation of flow features in
helium.
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Figure 40: Effect of gas type on Mach number. Gas type of air (left) and helium
(right).
Contours of static temperature are shown in Figure 41. Similar to the case of other
variables, all features of this contour are also compacted in time as a result of the higher
speed of sound in helium, further suggesting a faster propagation of flow features in
helium. Although the two contours are generally the same, the maximum temperature in
the case of helium is somewhat higher than in the case of air (900°C and 700°C in helium
and air respectively). As previously observed, as the flow travels along the tube, the
maximum gas temperature tends to increase. Due to a higher value of specific heat ratio,
γ, for helium than air, and with reference to Equation 2, theoretical value of temperature
in zone 2 for helium is greater than that of air. Moreover, similar to all other features of
the flow, the increase in temperature occurs at a more rapid rate for helium than air.
Therefore in the simulation results helium is observed to show a higher maximum
temperature than air.
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Figure 41: Effect of gas type on static temperature (K). Gas type of air (left) and
helium (right).
Additionally, the region where elevated temperature is present lasts a shorter time
in the case of helium (0.75ms and 1.51ms for helium and air respectively). This is due to
the faster propagation of features in helium than air as a result of the difference in sound
speed. This fact makes it more challenging to utilize this zone of elevated temperature for
the practical purpose of spraying materials when helium is used as the propelling gas.

Finally, the effect of gas type on total temperature is presented in Figure 42. It can
be concluded that a higher level of total temperature is attainable by using helium. This
will potentially translate to better results with helium when this device is utilized for the
purpose of applying coatings. It is notable, however, that the area of elevated energy
levels is compacted in time with helium compared to air, possibly making it a bigger
challenge to utilize this gas in an actual spray device.
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Figure 42: Effect of gas type on total temperature (K). Gas type of air (left) and
helium (right).
5.1.3 Summary of Stage One: Gas Phase - Simplified Model
A CFD model was successfully developed and used in order to simulate the
Shock-wave Induced Spraying Process. Considering the unsteady nature of the flow, the
usual space domain that is commonly used for plotting flow variables is replaced by a
space-time domain with contour colors determined by flow variable values. Using a
geometry that generally resembles that proposed for the process, the underlying physical
principles of the process were explored.

It was found that due to the unsteady nature of the process, it is possible to form
an area in the flow where both velocity and temperature are simultaneously elevated. This
is a very important feature of the flow that is unique to this process and sets it apart from
its steady counterparts (traditional cold spray methods). In steady-state cold spray
processes, the main focus is on the velocity of the flow as well as powder particles, which
is often achieved at the expense of thermal energy. A region that simultaneously has high
thermal and kinetic energy content exists in the flow field. It is envisioned that it would
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be possible to utilize this unique feature by correctly injecting powder particles in a way
so that they would stay in this zone for a sufficient portion of their flight period to impact
on the substrate at energy levels higher than steady-state cold spray methods.

Also important is the finding that this zone of elevated energy level elongates as
the flow evolves in time and distance along the tube. This means that by selecting a
longer tube it is possible to increase the opportunity for the particles to stay within this
zone for most of their flight. It should be noted that there is a limit to this, if the tube is
extended too long the strength of the shock-wave will start to dissipate. Therefore its
speed and total energy content will be diminished.

It was found that increasing process pressure causes a region of elevated gas
speed to last longer in time. Increasing the process temperature, however, will result in
increasing the energy content of the flow by increasing its temperature as well as
velocity. The increase in velocity is a result of a higher speed of sound due to the
increased temperature, since Mach number profiles remain largely unaffected.

The effect of gas type on the flow field was found to be mainly driven by the
speed of sound in the medium. When helium is used, all flow features propagate
significantly faster than when air is used. The pressure builds up in the tube much faster
and the shock-wave reaches a higher speed. For the same reason, the region of elevated
energy also tends to dissipate faster. This shows that although use of helium can result in
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a higher velocity for the powder particles, realizing this potential could demand a more
careful tuning of the process.

This model agrees well with an existing one-dimensional model in predicting
major characteristics of the flow, however it offers several advantages. Firstly, the onedimensional model divides the flow into a few zones and approximates all flow variables
with one value in each zone. This ignores many details of the flow that are captured using
this CFD model. Additionally, it only considers the propagation of features initiating
from the valve. Although these are the most dominant effects, there are features that
initiate elsewhere in the flow. For example, the in-line heating that occurs along the
device tube prior to powder injection is not accounted for through the one-dimensional
model. It is also limited in accounting for a tapered portion at the tip of the tube as well as
the effects of the tube exit and a substrate. Additionally, the preceding one-dimensional
model can only predict the opening of the valve, not its closing. The CFD model
described here is a more accurate representation of the flow, accounting for turbulence
effects, wall friction, viscous dissipation, gas heating, and complete valve opening and
closing cycle. Additionally, it is capable of capturing the two-dimensional effects in the
surroundings outside of the nozzle, although not of the interest of this study.

5.2 Stage Two: Gas Phase - Representative Geometry

The results of Stage Two is presented here. At this stage SISP is modeled in great
detail, with the valve motion profile and heater temperature distribution implemented.
This simulation is conducted in a geometry that is representative of a typical spray
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device. The overall length of the tube is now 2.25 m compared to 1.24 m in Stage One.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the conditions of this simulation are at a pressure and
temperature value of 2 MPa and 550 °C, a frequency of 15 Hz, valve open and close time
of 1.2 ms each, and a fully open duration of 11.1 ms.
5.2.1 Results of Stage Two: Gas Phase - Representative Geometry
In order to explain the gas dynamics of the process in the representative geometry,
the results of the simulation for the gas phase in a typical device are first shown in a timespace domain. As described previously, values of each flow variable at each location of
the spray device centerline are plotted. The plot corresponding to pressure is shown in
Figure 43 (a). This image corresponds to the operating conditions previously mentioned.

In this plot, similar to the previous ones, the extent of the space domain starts
from the valve exit and stretches to the substrate. The locations of the start of the tapered
section as well as the nozzle exit are shown by two arrows. One shall note how close the
nozzle exit is located with respect to the substrate when compared to the total length of
the tube; this distance is only 15 mm compared to the overall tube length of 2250 mm.
The location of the traveling shock-wave that occurs as a result of fast opening and
closing of the valve is also identified.

Contours of axial velocity, temperature and total temperature are plotted in Figure
43 (b) through (d). The locus of the travelling shock-wave can be clearly identified in all
these images. Under these realistic conditions it is also evident that a region forms in the
gas flow, just after the passage of the shock-wave, which possesses a high gas speed as
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well as a high temperature. This is re-iterated in the contour of total temperature. For
SISP to be successful, it is desired that powder particles travel in this region for as long as
possible.

Figure 43: Contours of (a) pressure (Pa), (b) axial velocity (m/s), (c) temperature (K)
and (d) total temperature (K) for a typical spray device.
A comparison between results of the Stage One and Stage Two of the study
reveals noteworthy observations. In order to facilitate this comparison, the results of
Stage Two and Stage One are broken down and placed side by side in Figure 44.
Contours of Stage Two are placed on the left, and those of Stage One are placed on the
right.
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Start of Heater

Contact Surface

Figure 44: Contours of (a) pressure (Pa), (b) axial velocity (m/s), (c) temperature (K)
and (d) total temperature (K) from Stage Two (left) and Stage One (right).
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A comparison of static pressure results shows that valve opening time has a
significant effect on the build-up of pressure in the spray device. In fact gas pressure
continues to build up in the device while the valve remains open, for all the 12 ms opentime of the valve, in Stage Two. As soon as the valve closes an expansion wave
propagates along the tube that reduces the pressure back to atmospheric level. The length
of valve open time directly correlates to gas usage in the process.

From a comparison of axial velocities, it is observed that the duration of valve
opening has little impact on propagation of the traveling shock-wave. In fact, per onedimensional model, formation of various zones in the flow are predicted only by the
knowledge of the valve opening. The distinct velocity gradient across the shock-wave
stretches along the device well through to the exit of the device, in both Stage One and
Stage Two. This suggests that the increased length of the device is not yet sufficient to
lead to the deterioration of the shock-wave.

Figure 44 (c) can be used to demonstrate effect of the in-line heater on the flow
behavior. Firstly, in both cases a second line can be identified crossing the origin that
more-or-less bounds the region of elevated temperature. This, called the Contact Surface
in one-dimensional flow theory, identified in Figure 44 (c), is the upper bound of zone 2
of the flow. In the case of an insulated device this region maintains a relatively constant
temperature along the length of the device tube. For the case of an in-line heater this
temperature clearly elevates when following the contour length-wise, beginning at the
start of the heated portion of the tube (approximately 1.4 m).
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5.2.2 Summary of Stage Two: Gas Phase - Representative Geometry
A model which can be used to simulate the SISP is developed and presented. The
model deals with the transient nature of the flow and builds on the Stage One model by
accounting for valve opening and closing and gas heating. Finally, presenting a realistic
device geometry, it offers great flexibility for conducting subsequent particle tracking
calculations throughout the domain.

It is observed from the results that a 12-ms valve on-time results in greater values
of pressure in the device. A device of 2.25 m in length will not result in a significant
deterioration of the traveling shock-wave, as reflected in axial velocity results. Presence
of the device heater translates to a significant increase in gas temperature in the device, in
the region of the device heater.

5.3 Stage Three: Discrete Phase

The next step in this work is to use the model in order to predict the behaviour of
powder particles in the flow. The details of this step were previously described in
Sections 3.2 and 4.3. Using this step it is possible to determine the temperature and speed
of powder particles upon impacting the substrate. This knowledge can be utilized for
devising a targeted powder feeding strategy to ensure particles will land on the substrate
with maximum speed and temperature, an indication that they passed through the area of
elevated flow energy.
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5.3.1 Presentation of Results
A method is developed to represent the results of particle tracking where a graph
is created, similar to that used in the gas dynamic study. In this case, however, the
horizontal axis represents the axial location of particle initial injection point along the
tube length, the vertical axis represents the time during a pulse at which the particle was
injected at that specific location, while the color represents the magnitude of a particle
characteristic (namely velocity or temperature) as it impacts on the substrate. The Matlab
program and relevant functions that were developed for this purpose are included in
Appendix H.

An example is shown in Figure 45 (a) for impact velocity of stainless steel 316
particles of 20-micron size. For example, one can deduce that for a particle injected at
1.5m from the valve and within the first 10 milliseconds of its opening, it will achieve an
impact speed of above 450 m/s (marked 1), whereas one that is injected at 50 ms will
reach less than 250 m/s (marked 2). A similar image for the temperature is shown in
Figure 45 (b). Using these two contours one is able to predict the fate of each particle in
the space-time domain.
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Figure 45: Contours of particle characteristics upon impacting on the substrate for
20-micron stainless steel 316 particles initiated at various locations and times in the
domain: (a) speed (m/s), (b) temperature (K), (c) critical velocity (m/s) and (d)
critical velocity ratio V/Vcr.
Based on published work [29] and using Equation 15 it is possible to estimate the
values of critical velocity at impact for each individual particle in the domain. The names
and corresponding values of variables and constants used in Equation 15 are listed in
Table 7. The only variable whose value is not readily available and should be extracted
from simulation results is Ti. The value of this parameter is available from the simulation
results. Therefore using the data shown in Figure 45(b) and the prescribed equation it is
possible to construct a similar contour to plot critical velocity values. This is shown in
Figure 45(c).
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(15)

Table 7: Parameters used to calculate critical velocity.
Value
Parameter
Name (Unit)
Aluminum Copper SS 316
F1, F2

Empirical factors

1.2, 0.3 [29]

σTS

Tensile strength (MPa)

Ti

Impact temperature

TR

Reference temperature

TM

Melting temperature (K)

933

1357

1783

ρ

Density (kg/m3)

2719

8978

8030

cp

Specific heat, (J/kg.K)

871

381

502

110

250

500

Simulation result
293 K

The most important aspect of the particle velocity is how close it is to the critical
velocity. This relation can be revealed by considering the non-dimensional parameter
V/Vcr, and comparing it to unity. It is additionally shown [64] that this parameter can be
considered as a very important indicator of coating quality and can be utilized in
parameter selection for cold spraying. A contour is constructed based on the two contours
of V and Vcr and shown in Figure 45(d). Using this contour one can determine an
optimum location along the spray device and a periodic injection scheme that ensures the
high-energy zone of the flow is best utilized.
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These plots can be used as a guideline for determining the range of time and
location at which particle injection can yield the best results. As presented here a
qualitative judgment of color is required to determine the value of interest at a particular
time and location of particle injection. It is possible to extract results at a specific
injection location if a more quantitative comparison with experimental results is desired.
At the typical location of injection (where powder is typically injected in the physical
device, as shown in Figure 29), non-dimensional velocity ratios, V/Vcr, corresponding to
different injection times are extracted from the results presented in Figure 45 and plotted
in Figure 46. Similar analyses are conducted for all other powder materials and particle
sizes of interest and also included in the same plot. Based on this plot it is seen that a
coating of aluminum and copper can be formed if injected at certain times, however a
coating of stainless steel 316 will not form regardless of injection time.

Figure 46: Calculated values of V/Vcr for particles of various sizes and materials
injected at typical location and various times.
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The results demonstrated in Figure 46 are very helpful in understanding the
behavior of various powder materials in the device, and in establishing the criteria for a
powder feeder device. For example, regardless of the material of the powder, a powder
feeder should begin placing powder particles in the device approximately 8 ms prior to
the opening of the valve, and continue to do so until approximately 15 ms after the
opening of the valve. The remainder of the time is not very favorable for achieving good
deposition performance.
5.3.2 Experimental Work and Comparison with Discrete Phase Predictions
The results from Figure 46 are further analyzed in order to allow for better
comparison with experimental observations. It is known that when the non-dimensional
parameter V/Vcr has a value between 1.0 and 2.0, impacts will result in deposition, with
higher values corresponding to improved coating properties (e.g. coating density and
bond strength) [29, 64]. At values below 1.0 bonding will not occur, and above 2.0
erosive behavior, rather than bonding, starts. In order to assess whether a coating will
form or not under a given set of conditions, and predict its expected quality, the
maximum value of this parameter should be considered.

Presently, particle injection in the real spray device is achieved through a
conventional powder feeder designed to provide a steady stream of gas-powder mixture.
The gas and powder mixture from this powder feeder is allowed to interact naturally with
the main carrier gas flow, therefore it is not known how and at what time instances
powder particles are introduced into the flow. However, one can use the time per cycle
during which V/Vcr falls above 1.0 and below 2.0 as a measure for predicting deposition
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efficiency (DE) - the higher this value the more likely particles will attain the required
speed for bonding and therefore the higher the predicted DE. This trend is clearly visible
in data presented in Table 8.

Table 8: Maximum value of V/Vcr and time per cycle during which this value falls
between 1.0 and 2.0, in comparison with experimental values of deposition
efficiency, for various particle materials and sizes.
Particle Properties

Material

Size -

Maximum

Time per Cycle:

Experimental

Value of

1.0 ≤ V/Vcr ≤ 2.0

Value of

V/Vcr

Absolute

Percentage

Deposition

(ms)

(%)

Efficiency (%)

11.5

16.5

micron
Aluminum

20

2.5

11±2
Aluminum

40

1.6

15.0

22.5

Copper

20

1.3

15

22.5
12±1

Copper

40

1.0

14.5

21.7

Stainless Steel 316

20

0.8

0.0

0.0

Stainless Steel 316

40

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.5

Deposition efficiency is an important measure of the performance of a spray
process. It is defined as the mass ratio of powder deposited on a substrate to the powder
delivered towards the substrate. This is a well-established concept in the field of cold
spray and procedural details of the measurements are available in the existing
literature [65]. The values of deposition efficiency which are calculated based on these
measurements are also included in Table 8 for comparison. These calculations assume
that powder feeding occurs uniformly throughout a pulse.
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The aluminum powder used in the experiment is the H-15 type of pure aluminum
(99.7% weight aluminum) produced by Valimet Inc. (Stockton, California, USA) and the
copper powder is the TEKMATTM CU-38-X1 type of pure copper (99.5% purity, less
than 0.1% oxygen) available from Tekna Advanced Materials Inc. (Sherbrooke, Quebec,
Canada), both sieved to the 25-38 micron size range. It is evident from the results
summarized in Table 8 that the model used in this study correctly predicts the general
outcome of the spray process. For stainless steel, the powder is acquired from Atlantic
Equipment Engineers: AEE (Bergenfield, New Jersey, USA). The model predicts that no
particle will reach the critical velocity under these conditions. The spray trial reflects the
same, as a DE of only 0.5% is negligible.

If powder injection occurs uniformly throughout the duration of a pulse, the
model predicts that, on average, 19.5±3% of aluminum particles and 22.1±0.4% of
copper particles will attain appropriate velocity to form a coating. An actual DE of 11%
and 12% for aluminum and copper respectively correlate reasonably to these predictions.
The discrepancy between the predicted values and the actual values can be attributed to
two factors. Firstly, particles are added to the carrier gas via a gas-particle mixture. The
particle feed gas mixes with the main carrier gas which will have a detrimental effect on
the main flow, as well as the zone of interest that forms in the flow.

Additionally, the percentage values predicted by the model are based on the
assumption that powder injection occurs uniformly throughout the duration of a gas
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pulse. This is very unlikely to be the case. In reality, the interaction between the main gas
flow and the particle feed flow may result in a more favorable or less favorable particle
injection regime. The results obtained here suggest that the injection regime under these
conditions is less favorable and detrimental to the process. In fact, this scenario can be
seen to be likely by considering the results in Figure 46. From this plot it is evident that a
slight decrease in the value will hurt copper results more severely than the aluminum
results. This is reflected in a larger gap between simulation and prediction in the case of
copper than aluminum.
5.3.3 Summary of Stage Three: Discrete Phase Model in Representative
Geometry
A technique is implemented where particles can be injected at various location
and time instances in order to help determine an appropriate particle injection location
and timing. It is shown that timing of particle injection is an important factor in the
efficiency of the coating process.

Results from the particle tracking study are analyzed and compared with actual
spray results. It is found that the model correctly predicts the trends in spray results in
terms of DE. A discrepancy between the predicted and actual DE values suggests that the
method of injecting particles is perhaps not optimized. This highlights the importance of
more closely studying the interaction between the particle feed flow and the main carrier
gas flow. Ultimately a powder feeding mechanism that allows positively synchronizing
powder injection with the main gas pulses can result in better utilizing the potential of the
process.
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In conducting the DE experiments coated coupons are created. These coupons,
however, are not suitable for the purpose of obtaining cross-sections and generating
micrographs. The operating conditions used in this study are only for validating the
model. They correspond to the onset of the deposition process and hence the resulting
coating properties and structures obtained through these experiments are not of interest.
Micrographs of coating cross-sections generated using this technology under practical
conditions can be found in literature for WC-based coatings [45], metallic coatings of
aerospace carbon/epoxy composites [46], SiC particulate reinforced Al-12Si alloy
composite coatings [47], as well as various traditional cold spray materials (Cu, Zn, Al)
and new ones (amorphous Fe-based) [39].

In this study particle-particle [39] interaction and the effect of particles on the
flow are not considered [39]. This is not required as the device is normally expected to
operate under the 'dilute' condition where these effect are indeed negligible.
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Chapter 6.

Case Studies

The numerical tool that has been developed is used to study certain cases that are
useful in the development of the technology. The fact that the model allows for
qualitative and, more importantly quantitative predictions of the fate of sprayed powder
particles makes it suitable for conducting targeted case studies. The effects of a few
important geometrical and operational parameters of the device are considered.

6.1 Coating with Stainless Steel Powder

It was observed from both the experimental and numerical results of Stage Three
of the study that a coating of stainless steel was not achieved. This was using nitrogen at
2 MPa (300 psi) as propellant and at a gas temperature of 550 °C with no preheating of
the powder particles. An immediate question that arises is could a coating of stainless
steel be made possible by increasing the gas temperature or by preheating the feedstock.

In Section 5.3.1 it was shown that gas temperature has a more pronounced impact
on the process than supply pressure; it affects the process by increasing both gas speed
and temperature. Therefore this parameter will be varied here. With recent technical
progress made in the design and manufacturing of the device it has become possible to
reach a heater temperature of 900 °C. The simulation is performed again with this heater
temperature. Values of V/Vcr are plotted for the two cases of 550 °C and 900 °C heater
temperature.
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Figure 47: Effect of increased heater temperature setting and powder preheating on
the fate of powder particles upon reaching the substrate.
This plot shows that increasing heater temperature will result in a slight increase
in the value of V/Vcr however not sufficiently high for either 20 micron or 40 micron
particles to reach deposition conditions. Another possible remedy under these conditions
is to preheat the feedstock prior to introducing it to the spray device. The effect of this
preheating action, to 900 °C, is also shown in Figure 47. It is observed that stainless steel
particles of 20 micron can now reach the critical velocity, although for a brief period of
time. These findings are in agreement with general findings of experiments, from
unpublished internal reports, where coatings of stainless steel can be formed using
nitrogen at extreme conditions [66].

6.2 Effect of Heater Length

An important aspect of the design of the SISP process is the length of the heater.
In fact one may wonder why such a long tube length, that is 1.4 m, is required. It may
appear that this length will only contribute to the strong shock-wave losing its strength
and hence hindering the performance of the device.
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The current length of this tube has been determined through numerous
preliminary lab experimentations. It has been found that a good compromise of coating
quality and deposition rate can be achieved when the heater length is in the range of (1.21.6) meters [66]. Here, a few length are considered to study this effect in greater detail.
The lengths studied are (0.2, 0.6, 0.9, 1.4 and 2.1) meters and the simulation is repeated
with the same conditions as previously described. Powder particles of Al, Cu and SS are
injected in the tube at the typical injection location and their fate is determined upon
impact on the substrate. The value of V/Vcr is chosen to determine this fate. Plots showing
this value as a function of injection time during a pulse are shown for Al, Cu and SS in
Figure 48 top, middle and bottom respectively.

The maximum and minimum values of V/Vcr, and the percentage of pulse during
which this value falls above unity are the values of interest in these graphs. For ease of
analysis these results are summarized in detail in Table 9. The maximum value of V/Vcr
can be used as an indication of best coating quality achievable under the conditions, and
the cycle time percentage above parity is an indication of deposition rate.
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Figure 48: Values of V/Vcr as a function of injection time for aluminum (top), copper
(middle) and stainless steel (bottom) powder particles.
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Table 9: Minimum and maximum values of V/Vcr, and the percentage of a cycle during which this value falls above unity, as a
function of heater length, for particles of aluminum, copper and stainless steel.
V/Vcr Analysis
Max V/Vcr

Min V/Vcr

Cycle Percentage > 1

Heater Length (m): 0.2

0.6

0.9

1.4

2.1

0.2

0.6

0.9

1.4

2.1

0.2

0.6

0.9

1.4

2.1

Aluminum 20

1.3

2.2

3

2.4

2

18

16

24

23

54

0

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.7

Aluminum 40

1

1.5

1.7

1.5

1.4

4

19

17

22

21

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.6

Copper 20

1

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.2

4

19

19

22

21

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.6

Copper 40

0.8

0.9

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.5

Stainless Steel 20

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.4

Stainless Steel 40

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3
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For many variations of particle materials and sizes the maximum value of V/Vcr is
not sensitive to heater length. This is more evident with heavier particle materials and
sizes. However, where sensitive to length, the value of V/Vcr reaches a maximum value at
a length of 0.9 m and stays relatively high up to a length of 1.4 m. This indicates that it is
favorable to have a heated length of tube prior to injection within the range of (0.91.4) m.

Besides the exceptional case of Aluminum 20, the percentage of injection cycle
during which V/Vcr holds a value above parity is also maximum at a length of (0.9-1.4) m.
The case of Al20 with a 2.1 m heater length can be discounted as a lucky incident when
the shape of the graph is considered.

The minimum value of V/Vcr uniformly increases with increasing heater length.
This may suggest an advantage for a very long heated portion however this indicator is
insignificant since a V/Vcr value below one will not result in the creation of a coating
anyway.

Overall it seems that where results are sensitive to the heater length, a length of
(0.9-1.4) m is rather optimal in most regards. This is in agreement with an experimentally
obtained optimal length specification, which is recommended to be in this range. It also
appears that increasing the length beyond this range results in the minimum and
maximum V/Vcr values approaching each other and creating a rather flat shape. This will
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ultimately resemble a steady-state process which will contradict the promise of the
technology.

6.3 Effect of Process Frequency

Effect of process frequency is studied by conducting the same simulation as the
Stage Three of the study at 15 Hz, compared to 30 Hz at that stage. The range of
frequencies achievable by the device is (10-50) Hz, however frequencies in the range of
(15-30) Hz are more typical of the actual operation of the device. These effects for
aluminum, copper and stainless steel particles are shown in Figure 49 top, middle and
bottom respectively. These plots show values of V/Vcr as a function of injection time
during a pulse. Immediately one can see there are twice as many pulses in the 30 Hz case
as there are in the 15 Hz.

The results show that the range of critical velocity narrows from approximately
0.2-1.3 at 15 Hz down to approximately 0.3-1.2 at 30 Hz. This suggests that if one is able
to time the particles perfectly then running the device at 15 Hz can yield better results,
however if injection timing is not possible then it is likely that operating at 30 Hz will
yield a more 'uniform' coating.

Also, these results suggest that in the extreme case of very high frequency the
range may become very narrow. This is expected from the flow physics too where at very
high frequencies residual pressure after a pulse will weaken the subsequent shock-wave,
approaching a steady-state flow.
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Figure 49: Effect of frequency on values of V/Vcr for aluminum (top), copper
(middle) and stainless steel (bottom) powder feedstock.
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6.4 Effect of Powder Heating Temperature

Effect of powder heating temperature has been studied by varying the powder
preheat temperature from room temperature to 300 °C and then 700 °C. The effect of this
change on particle temperatures upon impacting the substrate is shown in Figure 50.
These effects are shown for aluminum, copper and stainless steel particles.

It is evident that smaller particles show little change with preheat temperature.
This can be explained by the low energy content stored in them and by the large surface
to volume ratio that will lead to increased heat transfer from the particles. Subsequently
the initial energy in the form of temperature gets dissipated quickly.

Moreover, aluminum sees the largest temperature variation. This can be
associated with shorter flight times due to less weight and therefore less chance of
dissipating the initial heat. Between steel and copper, it seems steel sees a greater effect
from preheating. This is because copper has a larger heat transfer coefficient.

The effect of powder preheat temperature on the ultimate fate of particles is
considered next. This is shown in top, middle and bottom portions of Figure 51 for
aluminum, copper and steel particles respectively.
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Figure 50: Effect of powder preheat temperature setting on the value of V/Vcr for
particles of (top) aluminum, (middle) copper, and (bottom) stainless steel
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Figure 51: Effect of powder preheat temperature setting on the value of V/Vcr for
particles of (top) aluminum, (middle) copper, and (bottom) stainless steel
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Under the conditions of this simulation, the end result of varying powder preheat
temperature on the critical velocity ratio is not very significant (except perhaps for 40micron aluminum particles). This appears to contradict some historical experimental
observations [66]. It seems the gain due to increasing the temperature to 700 °C from
300 °C is considerably greater than the gain due to increasing from 25 °C to 300 °C. This
agrees very well with historical experimental observations [66]. This may also suggest
that a further jump to perhaps 900 °C could lead to more significant gains. This is in
agreement with the greater enhancement observed from increasing preheat temperature to
900 °C in Section 6.1. Solid experimental evidence does not exist to make any firm
conclusions, however it can be expected that the results should be understated because
they ignore entrainment of powder feed gas at elevated temperatures.

6.5 Effect of Powder Loading

In general, in kinetic spraying processes it has been observed that powder loading
has an effect on the performance of the system. Powder loading is defined as the average
mass of the discrete phase materials to the average mass of the gaseous phase. In SISP
this can be defined as the ratio of mass of powder per pulse, to the mass of gas per pulse.

In other kinetic spraying processes, it has been observed that above a loading of
approximately 1% [56], the effect of discrete phase on the gaseous phase becomes
significant, and the gaseous phase is visibly affected by the presence of the discrete
phase. At loading ratios of around 5% the effect becomes so significant that the
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performance of the system in creating a coating is significantly hindered. A similar trend
is expected in the SISP.

In order to examine this, two cases, one with 0.4% and one with 4.3% loading
were considered in addition to the baseline case of 0.0% (no particle effect on the flow
field). In conducting these simulations, the effect of powder particle phase on the gas
phase has been enabled in the model. The resulting particle characteristics, in terms of
V/Vcr, are plotted in Figure 52. It is observed that here is a slight decrease in velocity,
only for the slowest particles, from the baseline for both cases and nearly no change in
temperature. The two cases of 0.4% and 4.3% loading are nearly identical in both
velocity and temperature. Higher particle loading levels are not attempted due to the
limitations of the memory allocation capability of Fluent not allowing greater number of
particles simultaneously in a simulation.

It is concluded that the simulation technique developed here does not distinguish
between the cases of various powder loading. In fact, this technique and software has
previously been shown to be ineffective in predicting the influence of the discrete phase
on the flow field [56]. Instead a specialty CFD solver, called CFDLIB, developed by the
Los Alamos National Laboratory, was used. The code uses an Eulerian approach in order
to account for the discrete phase. Building a new model using a different solver and a
new approach is considered to be beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 52: Effect of powder loading on the value of V/Vcr for particles of (top)
aluminum, (middle) copper, and (bottom) stainless steel.
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Chapter 7.

Conclusion

A CFD model is successfully developed and used to simulate the Shock-wave
Induced Spraying Process. Considering the unsteady nature of the flow, the usual space
domain that is commonly used for plotting flow variables is replaced by a space-time
domain with the color indicating flow variable values. Using a geometry that generally
resembles that proposed for the process, the underlying physical principles of the process
are explored.

It is found that due to the unsteady nature of the process, it is possible to form a
region in the flow where both velocity and temperature are simultaneously elevated. This
is a very important feature of the flow that is unique to this process and sets it apart from
its steady counterparts (traditional cold spray methods). In steady-state cold spray
processes, the main focus is on increasing the velocity of the flow as well as that of the
powder particles. This is often achieved at the expense of losing thermal energy. It is
possible to utilize this high velocity and temperature region by correctly injecting powder
particles in a way that they will be in this zone for a sufficient portion of their flight
period in order to land on the substrate at energy levels that are higher than steady-state
cold spray methods.

Also important is the discovery that this zone of elevated energy level elongates
as the flow evolves in time and distance along the tube. This means that by selecting a
longer tube it is possible to increase the opportunity for the particles to stay within this
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zone for the entire duration of their flight. It should be noted that there is a limit to this, if
the tube is extended too long the strength of the shock-wave will start to dissipate.
Therefore, its speed and total energy content will be diminished.

It is found that increasing process pressure causes a region of elevated gas speed
to last longer in time. Increasing the process temperature, however, will result in
increasing the energy content of the flow by increasing its temperature as well as
velocity. The increase in velocity is a result of a higher speed of sound due to the
increased temperature, although Mach number profiles remain largely unaffected.

The effect of gas type on the flow field is mainly driven by the speed of sound in
the medium. When helium is used, all flow features propagate in the flow significantly
faster than when air is used. The pressure builds up in the tube much faster and the shockwave reaches a higher speed. For the same reason, the region of elevated energy also
tends to dissipate faster. This shows that although use of helium can result in a higher
velocity for the powder particles, realizing this potential demands a more careful tuning
of the process.

This model agrees well with an existing one-dimensional model in predicting
major characteristics of the flow, however, it offers several advantages. Firstly, the onedimensional model divides the flow in a few zones and approximates all flow variables
with one value in each zone. This ignores a lot of details of the flow that are captured
using this CFD model. Additionally, it only considers the propagation of features
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initiating from the valve. Although these are the most dominant effects, there are a lot of
features that initiate elsewhere in the flow.

Additionally, the existing one-dimensional model can only predict the opening of
the valve, not its closing. It is also limited in accounting for a tapered portion at the tip of
the tube as well as the effects of the tube exit and a substrate. All these effects are
captured using the CFD model.

The gas phase results are validated by examining temporal variations of gas
pressure at two locations that are important to the spray process, namely immediately
after the gas valve and at the location of particle injection. A good match is achieved.
Important features of the flow are examined; a zone develops in the flow that enjoys a
high content of both velocity and temperature.

The model is then enhanced to accurately account for valve opening and closing,
gas heating, as well as particle tracking. Additionally, it is capable of capturing the twodimensional effects in the surroundings outside of the nozzle. Finally, it offers great
flexibility for conducting subsequent particle tracking calculations throughout the
domain.

A technique is implemented where particles are injected at various locations and
time instances in order to determine an appropriate particle injection location and timing.
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It is shown that timing of particle injection is an important factor in the effectiveness of
the coating process.

Results from the particle tracking study are analyzed and compared with actual
spray results. It is found that the model correctly predicts the trends in spray results in
terms of Deposition Efficiency. A discrepancy between the predicted and actual
Deposition Efficiency values suggests that the method of injecting particles is perhaps not
optimized. This highlights the importance of more closely studying the interaction
between the particle feed flow and the main carrier gas flow. Ultimately a powder
feeding mechanism that allows positively synchronizing powder injection with the main
gas pulses can result in better utilizing the potential of the process.

The model is then used for conducting parametric studies. First, conditions for
achieving a coating of stainless steel using nitrogen as driving gas is examined. It is
found that coatings of stainless steel cannot be obtained under the typical conditions of
the flow, but increasing heater temperature and powder preheating temperature
simultaneously can result in onset of a coating.

Further, it was found that an increase in powder preheat temperature of up to
700°C results in a modest increase in powder temperature upon impact, and little
difference in particle speed. This suggests negligible impact on process performance. It is
expected that further increase of this temperature can yield more significant gains in
process performance.
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An analysis of effect of heater length showed that a length in the range of 0.9 m 1.4 m is likely to yield the best results for the case of aluminum, copper and stainless
steel particles of typical 20-micron size. It was further found that increasing spray
frequency results in a dilution of extreme particle characteristics upon impacting the
substrate. Both peaks and valleys in the V/Vcr values of particle upon impact are
moderated. A moderation of the valleys is perhaps favorable, potentially leading to a
larger number of particles adhering to the substrate. A moderation of the peaks, however,
is detrimental to the performance of the device. It is speculated that the extreme case of
high frequency shall yield near-constant particle characteristics upon impact, defeating
the purpose of an interrupted process.

An attempt was made to account for particle–particle interaction and the effect of
particles on the flow. This may not be required as the device is normally expected to
operate under the ‘dilute’ condition where these effects are indeed negligible.
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Chapter 8.

Recommendation for Future Work

The most significant outcome of the present research is the characterization of
particle behavior, and time dependence of this behavior. It has been demonstrated that
there is a certain time period over each pulse during which powder injection yields
favorable particle energy upon impact. This result can serve as a guideline for designing a
discrete powder feeder. It is recommended that implementing such powder feeding
mechanism be pursued.

The interaction of the main gas flow with the gas and particle flow from powder
feeding line is unknown. A knowledge of this interaction is very desirable as it helps
better explain the results of this research by indicating the actual injection scheme that
occurs in the spray process. It is recommended that flow visualization be used to find this
interaction and observe the actual powder injection scheme. An understanding of this
powder injection scheme also allows for attempting to improve this interaction by
adjusting parameters related to powder feeding to optimize powder injection timing.
These parameters include gas flow rate through the powder feeding line, the diameter and
size of the powder feeding line, as well as the gas volume of the powder feeding canister.
A flow visualization study also allows better understanding of the interaction between
particles and the shock-wave, as well as the interaction between the shock-wave and the
substrate.
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The same kind of understanding can be alternatively achieved by expanding the
CFD model of this study to a three-dimensional model. This enhancement will allow the
inclusion of powder feeding gas flow and therefore the interaction between this flow and
the main SISP flow can be studied. This enhancement allows for incorporating an
accurate model of the rotary valve instead of approximating it with a ball-seat valve.
Furthermore, it will allow an assessment of the axisymmetric assumption used in the
present study.

The results of the present study, pertaining to V/Vcr ratio of powder particles, can
be used to predict the quality of the coating. Correlations between this ratio and coating
quality measures such as coating density and bond strength exist in the literature [64].
These correlations can be used to further post-process the results of this study to enable
predictions of coating quality.

Finally, the current at modeling the effect of powder loading was unsuccessful. It
is recommended that an alternative modeling tool, namely CFDLIB (Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA),be used to study this effect [56].
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Appendix B

Profile for Valve Motion and Heater Temperature

((xposition transient 5 1)
(time
0.000
0.001222
0.011111
0.012333
0.066667
)
(x
0.000
-0.0007177
-0.0007177
0.000
0.000
)
)
((tuebtemp point 141)
(x
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Appendix C User-Defined Function to Model Heat Transfer
under High-Mach-Number Gas-Particle Relative Flow

#include "udf.h"
#include "dpm.h"
//#define RE_NUMBER(rho,v,d,mu) (rho*v*d/mu)
#define PR_NUMBER(cpg,mu,k) (cpg*mu/k)
#define MA_NUMBER(v,gamma,r,t) (v/sqrt(gamma*r*t))
#define pi 3.14159265
/*
12.3.8 Convective Heat and Mass Transfer Modeling
In FLUENT, turbulent heat transport is modeled using the concept of
Reynolds' analogy to turbulent momentum transfer. The "modeled'' energy
equation is thus given by the following:
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho E) + \frac{\partial}{\par... ...al
T}{\partial x_j} + u_i (\tau_{ij})_{\rm eff} \right] + S_h (12.3-18)
where $k$, in this case, is the thermal conductivity, $E$ is the total
energy, and $(\tau_{ij})_{\rm eff}$ is the deviatoric stress tensor,
defined as
(\tau_{ij})_{\rm eff} = \mu_{\rm eff} \left(\frac{\partial u_... ...}
\mu_{\rm eff} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \delta_{ij}
The term involving $(\tau_{ij})_{\rm eff}$ represents the viscous
heating, and is always computed in the density-based solvers. It is not
computed by default in the pressure-based solver, but it can be enabled
in the Viscous Model panel. The default value of the turbulent Prandtl
number is 0.85. You can change the value of Pr $_t$ in the Viscous
Model panel.
Turbulent mass transfer is treated similarly, with a default turbulent
Schmidt number of 0.7. This default value can be changed in the Viscous
Model panel.
Wall boundary conditions for scalar transport are handled analogously
to momentum, using the appropriate "law-of-the-wall''.
3.2.3 Cell Macros
.
.
.
Material Property Macros
The macros listed in Tables 3.2.14- 3.2.16 can be used to return real
material property variables in SI units. The variables are available in
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both the pressure-based and the density-based solver. Argument real prt
is the turbulent Prandtl number. Definitions for material property
macros can be found in the referenced header file (e.g., mem.h).
Table 3.2.14: Macros for Diffusion Coefficients Defined in mem.h Macro
Argument Types
Returns
C_MU_L(c,t)
cell_t c, Thread *t
laminar viscosity
C_MU_T(c,t)
cell_t c, Thread *t
turbulent viscosity
C_MU_EFF(c,t)
cell_t c, Thread *t
effective viscosity
C_K_L(c,t) cell_t c, Thread *t
thermal conductivity
C_K_T(c,t,prt)
cell_t c, Thread *t, real prt
turbulent thermal
conductivity
C_K_EFF(c,t,prt) cell_t c, Thread *t, real prt
effective thermal
conductivity
C_DIFF_L(c,t,i,j)
cell_t c, Thread *t, int i,
int j
laminar species
diffusivity
C_DIFF_EFF(c,t,i)
cell_t c, Thread *t, int i
effective species
diffusivity
*/
//#define PrTurb 0.85
DEFINE_DPM_LAW(rmgeneral,p,ci)
{
cell_t c = P_CELL(p);
Thread *t = P_CELL_THREAD(p);
real h, gamma, betap;
real d = P_DIAM(p);
real Ap = pi*d*d;
//real k = C_K_EFF(c,t,PrTurb);
real k = C_K_L(c,t);
real mu_lam = C_MU_L(c,t);
//real mu_eff = C_MU_EFF(c,t);
real cpg = C_CP(c,t);
real r = C_RGAS(c,t);
real tg = C_T(c,t);
real tp = P_T(p);
real NV_VEC(v), vel, Re, Pr, Ma, Nu;
NV_DD(v,=,C_U(c,t),C_V(c,t),C_W(c,t),,P_VEL(p)[0],P_VEL(p)[1],P_VEL(p)[2]);
vel = NV_MAG(v);
gamma = cpg/(cpg-r);
Re =
Pr =
Ma =
//Nu

RE_NUMBER(C_R(c,t),vel,d,mu_lam);
PR_NUMBER(cpg,mu_lam,k);
MA_NUMBER(vel,gamma,r,tg);
= (2. + 0.6*sqrt(Re)*pow(Pr,1./3.));

if (Ma>0.24 && tg>tp)
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Nu = 2. + 0.44*sqrt(Re)*pow(Pr,1./3.)*exp(0.1+0.872*Ma);
else
Nu = 2. + 0.6*sqrt(Re)*pow(Pr,1./3.);

h = k*Nu/d;
/*
22.9.2 Particle Types in FLUENT
Eq. 22.9.13-22.9.16
with no radiation alphap = tg
*/
betap = (Ap*h)/(P_MASS(p)*DPM_SPECIFIC_HEAT(p,tp));
// Message ("d=%g, Ap=%g, k=%g, mu_lam=%g, mu_eff=%g, Cpg=%g, R=%g,
Tg=%g, Tp=%g \n", d, Ap, k, mu_lam, mu_eff, cpg, r, tg, tp);
// Message ("U=%g, V=%g, W=%g, Up=%g, Vp=%g, Wp=%g, Vr=%g, Re=%g,
Pr=%g, Ma=%g, Nu=%g\n",
C_U(c,t),C_V(c,t),C_W(c,t),P_VEL(p)[0],P_VEL(p)[1],P_VEL(p)[2], vel,
Re, Pr, Ma, Nu);
// Message ("gamm=%g, Dt=%g, rho_g=%g, h=%g, m_p=%g, k_p=%g, betap=%g,
", gamma, P_DT(p), C_R(c,t), h, P_MASS(p), DPM_SPECIFIC_HEAT(p,tp),
betap);
P_T(p) = tg + (tp-tg)*exp(-betap*P_DT(p));
// Message ("Tp=%g \n", P_T(p));
//P_T(p) = tp+(P_DT(p)*h*A)/(P_MASS(p)*DPM_SPECIFIC_HEAT(p,tp))*(tgtp);
}
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Appendix D

Effect of Radial Location of Particle Injection

Comparison of speed and temperature of 20-micron aluminum particles upon
impacting on substrate:

Figure D1: Speed (left) and temperature (right) of 20-micron aluminum particles
upon impacting on substrate, initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (center), and 0.8R
(bottom)
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Comparison of speed and temperature of 20-micron copper particles upon
impacting on substrate:

Figure D2: Speed (left) and temperature (right) of 20-micron copper particles upon
impacting on substrate, initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (center), and 0.8R (bottom)
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Comparison of speed and temperature of 20-micron stainless steel particles upon
impacting on substrate:

Figure D3: Speed (left) and temperature (right) of 20-micron stainless steel particles
upon impacting on substrate, initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (center), and 0.8R
(bottom)
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Comparison of V/Vcr value of 20-micron aluminum particles upon impacting on
substrate:

Figure D4: V/Vcr values for 20-micron aluminum particles upon impacting on
substrate, initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (middle), and 0.8R (bottom)
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Comparison of V/Vcr value of 20-micron copper particles upon impacting on
substrate:

Figure D5: V/Vcr values for 20-micron copper particles upon impacting on substrate,
initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (middle), and 0.8R (bottom)
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Comparison of V/Vcr value of 20-micron stainless steel particles upon impacting
on substrate:

Figure D6: V/Vcr values for 20-micron stainless steel particles upon impacting on
substrate, initiated at 0.0R (top), 0.5R (middle), and 0.8R (bottom)
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Appendix E

Journal File for Extracting Data on the Centerline

/ file read-case-data 2d-30_ss-setup.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-42Data-Points (14) y pressure totalpressure density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number
temperature total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.066700.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206670 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.066800.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206680 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.066900.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206690 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067000.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206700 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067100.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206710 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067200.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206720 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067300.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206730 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067400.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206740 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067500.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206750 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067600.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206760 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067700.cas.gz
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/ file export ascii 2d-4206770 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067800.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206780 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.067900.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206790 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.068000.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206800 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
/ file read-case-data 2d-42_ts-0.068100.cas.gz
/ file export ascii 2d-4206810 (14) y pressure total-pressure
density velocity-magnitude axial-velocity mach-number temperature
total-temperature viscosity-turb q n
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Appendix F

MATLAB Codes to Generate x-t Contours of Flow
Variables

Main Program: xtplot.m
clear all;

% Set up the case, text to appear on title, time period and limits of x
% after shifting in position.
casedescription = ' Air, 2MPa, 300C, Valve 1-0-2ms';
sizeoftext = 20;
timestart = 0; timestep = 0.05; timeend = 10;
limitsofx = [0 1];

datafilenamecommon = '2d-28';
importfile([datafilenamecommon 'Data-Points']);
coordinates = data(:, 2:3);
variablenames = textdata;
clear data textdata colheaders;
position = coordinates(:, 1);
positioncount = length(position);
time = (timestart:timestep:timeend); timecount = length(time);
Z = zeros(timecount, positioncount);
% Shift zero in position axes on the start of the domain (after valve)
posmin = min(position);
shiftedposition = position - posmin;

for column = 4:length(variablenames)
variablename = strtrim(variablenames(column));
for j = 0:timecount-1
jtime = 100*timestep*j;
jthousands = floor(jtime/1000); jtime = jtime-1000*jthousands;
jhundreds = floor(jtime/100); jtime = jtime-100*jhundreds;
jtens = floor(jtime/10); jtime = jtime-10*jtens;
jones = floor(jtime);
jfilename = [datafilenamecommon char(48+jthousands)
char(48+jhundreds) char(48+jtens) char(48+jones)];
importfile(jfilename);
Z(j+1, :) = dataextract(data, column, position);
end
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h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, Z)
colormap(jet)
shading interp
switch char(variablename)
case 'pressure'
scale = [0 1.3e6];
variabletitle = ' Static Pressure (Pa)';
case 'total-pressure'
scale = [0 2.3e6];
variabletitle = ' Total Pressure (K)';
case 'density'
scale = [0 15];
variabletitle = ' Density (kg/m^3)';
case 'velocity-magnitude'
scale = [0 1100];
variabletitle = ' Valocity Magnitude (m/s)';
case 'axial-velocity'
scale = [-100 1100];
variabletitle = ' Axial Valocity (m/s)';
case 'mach-number'
scale = [0 2.5];
variabletitle = ' Mach Number';
case 'temperature'
scale = [0 1300];
variabletitle = ' Static Temperature (K)';
case 'total-temperature'
scale = [0 1300];
variabletitle = ' Total Temperature (K)';
case 'viscosity-turb'
variabletitle = ' Turbulent Viscosity (kg/m-s)';
scale = [0 0.04];
end
%title(strcat('Contours of', variabletitle, ' -', casedescription),
'fontsize', sizeoftext)
xlabel('Distance from Valve (m)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
%Set the color scale - prescribed in the second line of each case
switch above
caxis(scale)
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r600',char(variablename));
end
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Function I: importfile.m
function importfile(fileToRead1)
%IMPORTFILE(FILETOREAD1)
% Imports data from the specified file
% FILETOREAD1: file to read
%

Auto-generated by MATLAB on 15-Jul-2010 17:20:58

% Import the file
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1);
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields.
vars = fieldnames(newData1);
for i = 1:length(vars)
assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i}));
end
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Function II: dataextract.m
function extracted = dataextract(dataset, columnnumber, positionvector)
% Extract a vector from a given column of the data set based on a
position
% vector, discarding data points whose positions do not match the
position
% vector
targetlength = length(positionvector);
%rawlength = length(dataset(:, columnumber);
extracted = zeros(1, targetlength);
icoordinates = dataset(:, 2:3);
iposition = icoordinates(:, 1);
for i = 1:targetlength
ipositionpointer = 1;
while not(iposition(ipositionpointer) == positionvector(i)),
ipositionpointer = ipositionpointer+1;
end
extracted(1, i) = dataset(ipositionpointer, columnnumber);
end
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Appendix G

MATLAB Codes to Generate Time History Plots of
Flow Variables

Main Program: timehistory.m
clear all;

% Set up the case, text to appear on title, time period and limits of x
% after shifting in position.
casedescription = ' N, 2MPa, 550C, Valve 1.2-11.1-1.2ms';
sizeoftext = 20;
timestart = 66.7; timestep = 0.1; timeend = 133.3; timeshift = -66.7;
limitsofx = [0 1];
targetlocations = [1129 404 10 1];

datafilenamecommon = '2d-42';
importfile([datafilenamecommon 'Data-Points']);
coordinates = data(:, 2:3);
variablenames = textdata;
clear data textdata colheaders;
position = coordinates(:, 1);
positioncount = length(position);
time = (timestart:timestep:timeend); timecount = length(time);
Z = zeros(timecount, positioncount);
% Shift zero in position axes on the start of the domain (after valve)
posmin = min(position);
shiftedposition = position - posmin;
time = time + timeshift;

for column = 4:length(variablenames)
variablename = strtrim(variablenames(column));
for j = 0:timecount-1
jtimeactual = timestart + timestep*j;
jtime = jtimeactual*100;
jtenthousands = floor(jtime/10000 + 0.0000001); jtime = jtime10000*jtenthousands;
jthousands = floor(jtime/1000 + 0.0000001); jtime = jtime1000*jthousands;
jhundreds = floor(jtime/100 + 0.0000001); jtime = jtime100*jhundreds;
jtens = floor(jtime/10 + 0.0000001); jtime = jtime-10*jtens;
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jones = floor(jtime + 0.0000001);
jfilename = [datafilenamecommon char(48+jtenthousands)
char(48+jthousands) char(48+jhundreds) char(48+jtens) char(48+jones)];
importfile(jfilename);
Z(j+1, :) = dataextract([data(:,2) data(:,column)], position);
end

h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
plot(time, Z(:,1129), time, Z(:,404), time, Z(:,10), time, Z(:,1))
%pcolor(shiftedposition, time, Z)
%colormap(jet)
%shading interp
switch char(variablename)
case 'pressure'
%scale = [0 1.6e6];
variabletitle = ' Static Pressure (psi)';
%plot(time, Z(:,384)/6895, time, Z(:,1029)/6895)
case 'total-pressure'
%scale = [0 2.3e6];
variabletitle = ' Total Pressure (K)';
case 'density'
%scale = [0 15];
variabletitle = ' Density (kg/m^3)';
case 'velocity-magnitude'
%scale = [0 2500];
variabletitle = ' Valocity Magnitude (m/s)';
case 'axial-velocity'
%scale = [-100 2500];
variabletitle = ' Axial Valocity (m/s)';
case 'mach-number'
%scale = [0 2.5];
variabletitle = ' Mach Number';
case 'temperature'
%scale = [0 900];
variabletitle = ' Static Temperature (K)';
case 'total-temperature'
%scale = [0 900];
variabletitle = ' Total Temperature (K)';
case 'viscosity-turb'
variabletitle = ' Turbulent Viscosity (kg/m-s)';
scale = [0 0.04];
case 'n2'
variabletitle = ' Mass Fraction of N';
scale = [0 1];
end
%title(strcat('Contours of', variabletitle, ' -', casedescription),
'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%ylabel('Time (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%NEW
title(strcat(casedescription), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
xlabel('Time (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
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ylabel(variabletitle, 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
legend('x1','x2', 'x3', 'x4', 'Location','NorthEastOutside')
%END
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
%Set the color scale - prescribed in the second line of each case
switch above
%caxis(scale)
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r600',char(variablename));

exportdata = [time', Z(:,1129), Z(:,404), Z(:,10), Z(:,1)];
exportdatafilename = char(strcat(datafilenamecommon, '-',
variablename, '.dat'));
save (exportdatafilename, 'exportdata', '-ASCII');

h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, Z)
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance from Valve (m)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%caxis(scale)
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(variablename));

end
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Function I: importfile.m

function importfile(fileToRead1)
%IMPORTFILE(FILETOREAD1)
% Imports data from the specified file
% FILETOREAD1: file to read
%

Auto-generated by MATLAB on 15-Jul-2010 17:20:58

% Import the file
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1);
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields.
vars = fieldnames(newData1);
for i = 1:length(vars)
assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i}));
end
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Function II: dataextract.m
function extracted = dataextract(dataset, positionvector)
% Extract a vector from a given column of the data set based on a
position
% vector, discarding data points whose positions do not match the
position
% vector
targetlength = length(positionvector);
%rawlength = length(dataset(:, columnumber);
extracted = zeros(1, targetlength);
%icoordinates = dataset(:, 2:3);
%iposition = icoordinates(:, 1);
for i = 1:targetlength
ipositionpointer = 1;
%while and(not(abs(dataset(ipositionpointer, 1) positionvector(i)) < 0.001), (ipositionpointer < targetlength)),
while not(abs(dataset(ipositionpointer, 1) - positionvector(i)) <
0.00001),
ipositionpointer = ipositionpointer+1;
end
extracted(1, i) = dataset(ipositionpointer, 2);
end
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Appendix H MATLAB Code to Generate x-t Contours and
Extract Time History Data of Particle Variables
Main Program: DPMxtplotPrint.m

clear all;

% Set up the case, text to appear on title, injection time period and
% limits of x after shifting in position.
casedescription = ' N, 2MPa, 550C, Valve 0.6-5.6-0.6ms';
casename = '42';
sizeoftext = 20;
timestart = 0; timestep = 0.1; timeend = 66.7; timerepeat = 33.3;
xstart = -1.1; xstreams = 216; xend = 1.05;
limitsofx = [0 1];
diameter = [5 10 20 40]; diameters = length(diameter);
materials = 3;
material = {'a' 'c' 's'};
mfullname = {'Aluminum' 'Copper' 'Stainless Steel'};
mCp = [871 381 502.48];
% Set up constants and properties
F1 = 1.2; F2 = 0.3; TR = 293;
mTS = [110e6 250e6 500e6];
% material tensile stregth
mTm = [933 1357 1783];
% material melting temperature
mrho = [2719 8978 8030];
% material density
position = (xstart: (xend-xstart)/(xstreams-1) :xend);
positioncount = length(position);
time = (timestart:timestep:timeend+timerepeat); timecount =
length(time); timeperiod = (timeend-timestart)/timestep;

particledata = importdata ('DPMdata.txt', '\t');
particlenames = importdata ('DPMnames.txt', '\t');

TEMP = zeros(materials, diameters, positioncount, timecount);
VELX = TEMP; TMPT10 = TEMP; TMPT09 = TEMP; VCR = TEMP; VRATIO = TEMP;
xtplotvar = zeros(positioncount, timecount);
xtexportvar = zeros(positioncount+1, timecount+1);
%VELM = TEMP;
PARTICLECOUNT = zeros(materials, diameters, positioncount);
% Shift zero in position axes on the start of the domain (after valve)
posmin = min(position);
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shiftedposition = position - posmin;
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,1) = shiftedposition';
xtexportvar(1,2:timecount+1) = time;

for datarow = 1:length(particlenames)
currentn = cell2mat(particlenames(datarow));
currentm = find (char(material) == char(currentn(1)));
dvalue = str2double(currentn(2:3));
currentd = find (diameter == dvalue);
currentx = sscanf(currentn(5:length(currentn)), '%d') + 1;

PARTICLECOUNT(currentm, currentd, currentx) =
PARTICLECOUNT(currentm, currentd, currentx) + 1;
TEMP(currentm, currentd, currentx, PARTICLECOUNT(currentm,
currentd, currentx)) = particledata(datarow, 5);
VELX(currentm, currentd, currentx, PARTICLECOUNT(currentm,
currentd, currentx)) = particledata(datarow, 2);
end

for period = 0:floor(timerepeat/(timeend-timestart))
timerows = uint16(min((timeend-timestart)/timestep,1+(timerepeatperiod*(timeend-timestart))/timestep));
timetransferz = uint16((period+1)*timeperiod);
TEMP(:,:,:,timetransferz+1:timetransferz+timerows) =
TEMP(:,:,:,1:timerows);
VELX(:,:,:,timetransferz+1:timetransferz+timerows) =
VELX(:,:,:,1:timerows);
end
for currentm = 1:materials
TMPT10(currentm,:,:,:) = TEMP(currentm,:,:,:) +
1.0.*VELX(currentm,:,:,:).^2./(2*mCp(currentm));
TMPT09(currentm,:,:,:) = TEMP(currentm,:,:,:) +
0.9.*VELX(currentm,:,:,:).^2./(2*mCp(currentm));
VCR(currentm,:,:,:) = sqrt(F1*4*mTS(currentm)*(1(TEMP(currentm,:,:,:)-TR)/(mTm(currentm)-TR))/mrho(currentm) +
F2*mCp(currentm)*(mTm(currentm)-TEMP(currentm,:,:,:)));
VRATIO = VELX ./ VCR;
end

dlmwrite(char(strcat(casename,'-shiftedposition.txt')),shiftedposition,
' ');
dlmwrite(char(strcat(casename,'-time.txt')),time, ' ');
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for m = 1:materials
for d = 1:diameters
%TEMPERATURE
xtplotvar(:,:) = TEMP(m,d,:,:);
h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Temperature (K), ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'Temperature');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

%SPEED
xtplotvar(:,:) = VELX(m,d,:,:);
h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Speed (m/s), ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'Speed');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

%FINAL TEMPERATURE 100%CONVERSION
xtplotvar(:,:) = TMPT10(m,d,:,:);
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h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Final Temp 1.0 (K), ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'FinalT10');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

%FINAL TEMPERATURE 90%CONVERSION
xtplotvar(:,:) = TMPT09(m,d,:,:);
h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Final Temp 0.9 (K), ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'FinalT09');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

%CRITICAL VELOITY
xtplotvar(:,:) = VCR(m,d,:,:);
h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
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xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Critical Velocity, ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'CritVel');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

%VELOITY RATIO
xtplotvar(:,:) = VRATIO(m,d,:,:);
h=figure;
axes('fontsize', sizeoftext)
pcolor(shiftedposition, time, xtplotvar')
colormap(jet)
shading interp
xlabel('Distance of Injection from Valve (m)', 'fontsize',
sizeoftext)
ylabel('Time of Injection (ms)', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%title(strcat('Ratio Vp/Vcr, ', mfullname(m), ', ',
num2str(diameter(d)), 'micron'), 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
colorbar('EastOutside', 'fontsize', sizeoftext)
%Set the limits of the plot, in x direction
%xlim(limitsofx)
outputfilename = strcat(casename, 'Print-', material(m),
num2str(diameter(d)), 'VelRatio');
print(h,'-djpeg90','-r300',char(outputfilename));
xtexportvar(2:positioncount+1,2:timecount+1) = xtplotvar;
dlmwrite(char(strcat(outputfilename,'.txt')),xtexportvar', ' ');

end
end
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